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Abstract
The sdg interacting boson model (IBM) is applied to the studies of high-spin 
states, asymm etric deformation and anharmonic effects in deformed nuclei. The 
previous code for numerical diagonalisation in the sdg-IBM has recently been modi­
fied for running on supercomputers. This modified code is used to study the accuracy 
of various truncation schemes employed in sdg-lBM  calculations. The results from 
the study of convergence properties of some key physical quantities suggest that 
diagonalisation of the sdg-IBM Hamiltonians in a truncated model space with the 
maxim um  number of g bosons ~  A /3, will give a reliable description of the low-lying 
states. For the study of high-spin states, the 1/A  expansion solutions for the ground, 
7 - and 77 -bands in the interacting boson models are extended to higher orders by 
using com puter algebra. The analytic results are compared with those obtained 
from an exact diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian and are shown to be very accu­
rate. The extended formulae are used for systematic studies of high-spin states in 
the sd  and sdg boson models with emphasis on the spin dependence of the moment 
of inertia and E 2 transitions. It is found tha t the d-boson energy plays a crucial 
role in description of the high-order terms in the moment of inertia. The results are 
applied to the study of nuclei in both deformed and superdeformed regions, where 
the need for the g bosons is especially acute. An investigation on the triaxiality and 
anharm onicity is carried out by using the Hamiltonian with param etrisation adopted 
for the deformed nuclei. The 7 -degree of freedom in the sdg-IBM, which serves as a 
measure of asymmetric deformation, is generated by the 0 (5 )® 0(9 ) transformation. 
The results indicate that there is no stable triaxial shape for the ground band, and 
the A77/A 7 ratio ranges only from 1.9 to 2.2.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Review of the interacting boson model (IBM)
The description of a wide variety of collective phenomena exhibited by atomic 
nuclei is one of the most challenging problems in nuclear physics. Since the inception 
of the interacting boson model [1] (IBM), a new paradigm in treating many-body 
nuclear systems has been created. The IBM, which serves as a bridge between the 
shell model [2,3] and the geometrical model [4], has been drawing a great deal of 
attention for more than two decades. The idea of describing collective phenomena 
in nuclear physics by means of spectrum-generating algebra dates back to the  late 
50’s. The first algebraic model in nuclear structure was the SU(3) model proposed 
in 1958 by J. P. Elliott [5-7]. This model was used to dem onstrate how collective 
features, such as rotational bands, could be obtained from an independent-particle 
shell model treatm ent. W ithin the framework of such a model, an additional two- 
body interaction of the quadrupole type is added to the single-particle harmonic 
oscillator well to remove some of the degeneracy. The SU(3) classification is useful in 
shell-model calculations where the residual interaction is reasonably well represented 
by a quadrupole force and the remaining portion of the residual interaction can be 
treated as a perturbation. Thus its applicability is limited to the sd-shell region 
where the SU(3) symmetry is still approximately preserved. In shells which are well 
above the sd region the symmetry is strongly broken by the spin-orbit interaction, 
so tha t extensions and refinements of the model are needed [8-13].
In the 70’s, an attem pt to unify the description of the various aspects of the
1
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collective nuclear properties of medium and heavy even-even nuclei was made by 
Iachello and Arima [14]. Their model was known as the Interacting Boson Model. 
The idea was to replace the large number of single-particle fermion degrees of free­
dom by a few collective boson degrees of freedom [15]. Due to the strong interaction 
between pairs of protons (and neutrons), these bosons are supposed to be correlated 
fermion pairs outside of the closed shells. In the simplest version of the model, 
particles or holes in the valence shell are coupled together forming pairs with angu­
lar momentum L = 0 denoted by a scalar boson, s, and with angular momentum 
L = 2 denoted by a five-component quadrupole boson, The counting of bosons 
is done with respect to the nearest closed shell, i.e. the number of bosons is con­
sidered as the number of particle pairs if less than half of the shell is filled, and as 
the number of hole pairs otherwise. Such a rule of counting stems from the Pauli 
principle and hence the fermionic origins of the collective bosons [16]. These boson 
states when expressed in second quantized form, generate a set of creation and an­
nihilation operators. With the restriction that the number of bosons in the nuclear 
system is conserved, the 36 bilinear products of the operators form a closed algebra 
of the compact U(6) group, i.e. the unitary Lie group in 6 dimensions. As a conse­
quence, many of the characteristic features of the IBM can be derived analytically 
by group-theoretical methods. Perhaps the most elegant feature of the model is its 
richness in group structure. There are three dynamical symmetries when different 
group reduction schemes of U(6) are employed. These symmetry limits are known 
as U(5), SU(3) and 0(6), which have their geometrical realisations as the spherical 
vibrator, deformed rotor and 7-unstable deformed rotor, respectively [1]. The al­
gebraic Hamiltonian governing the interaction between bosons consists of only one- 
and two-body terms which conserve both the total number of bosons and rotational 
invariance. To simplify calculation and to gain more physical insight on the choice 
of Hamiltonian, a popular parametrisation known as the consistent Q formalism 
(CQF) has been introduced by Warner and Casten [17]. With this simple choice 
of parameters, one can have a clear picture of the phase transitions between the 
symmetry limits. A more detailed discussion on the choice of Hamiltonian will be
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presented in Chapter 2.
1.2 Connection of IBM with other models
The interacting boson model as written in second quantized algebraic language is 
rather abstract and does not possess an immediate physical picture associated with 
it as does the Bohr-Mottelson model [4]. The three dynamical symmetry limits do 
provide some sort of geometrical insight into the model, however they are broken 
strongly in most nuclei of interest and thus are not very illuminating. To obtain 
physical intuition in algebraic models is crucial, especially when one wants to search 
for criteria and guidance in modelling the Hamiltonian. This shortcoming has been 
overcome by the geometrical realisations of the IBM and its extensions through 
either classical analysis [18] or the intrinsic state formalism [1,19-24]. In fact, it 
has been shown that the interacting boson model basically can be regarded as the 
algebraic representation [20] or second quantization of the geometrical model, and 
their key difference mainly stems from the finiteness of boson number in the IBM.
The intrinsic state for the ground state can be interpreted as a condensate of N  
intrinsic bosons [20],
i^« ,>  = (st + E « x m  (i.i)
where <aM(/z =  ±2, ±1, 0) are the five classical (collective) complex mean-fields which 
bear similarity with the variables in the geometrical model. For static problems, due 
to the symmetries of the system [25], those complex mean-fields can be reduced to 
two real variables ß  and 7 which relate to the quadrupole deformation and triaxiality 
of the system respectively. The intrinsic state now takes the form [20]
I AT,/?, 7} =  [sf +  /3 cos 7 c4  +  sin 7 ( 4  +  ^ - 2)]7V|0>- (1-2)
Alternatively, the 7 degree of freedom can be generated by performing an appropriate 
0 (5) transform ation on the axially symmetric ground state of the boson system. 
This technique can be generalised easily to a system of bosons with higher spins 
and a detailed discussion of that will be presented in Chapter 6. One of the salient 
features of the intrinsic state is its over-completeness [20]. As a consequence, the
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use of variational calculus to derive physical quantities becomes viable. In fact, the 
intrinsic state formalism forms the basis for performing the 1/N  expansion [26] for 
the matrix elements of various observables.
Over the years, considerable effort has been devoted to linking the boson models 
microscopically with the shell model which is regarded as the fundamental model in 
nuclear structure. In fact, the interplay between single-particle and collective degrees 
of freedom is one of the most intriguing problems in many-body systems. However, 
the mapping of many-fermion systems to bosonic ones had already been known long 
before the introduction of IBM [27]. The gist of most of the boson realisation schemes 
is to find a smaller boson space with a manageable size, and a set of boson images of 
the Hamiltonian and transition operators in the boson system that can reproduce the 
basic low-energy dynamics of the original fermion system. In most of such studies, 
the first step is to identify and restrict the fermion space that can capture the 
essential physics of the many-body system. The construction of the fermion space 
is based upon the residual nucleon-nucleon interaction adopted. One of the most 
popular approaches which emphasises the pairing-type interaction between identical 
nucleons was proposed by Otsuka, Arima and Iachello [28] and is widely known as 
the OAI mapping. In this approach, the fermion space, which is constructed from 
the generalised seniority scheme, is truncated by keeping only the correlated fermion 
S  and D pairs with angular momentum L = 0 and L = 2 respectively. This spherical 
basis works well with nuclei near closed shells. In general, the fermion-pair operators 
constructed in this way, do not form a closed algebra under commutation in the 
truncated space. In this case, the boson realisation can be done by mapping the s 
and d bosons with the corresponding S and D fermion pairs and insisting that the 
matrix elements of boson operators reproduce exactly the matrix elements of their 
fermion counterparts. Since no quasiparticle transformation is involved, the boson 
number N  is conserved and can be identified as the number of valence correlated 
nucleon pairs. The above mapping technique has the virtue that it preserves the 
effects of the Pauli principle in the boson system. For deformed nuclei, one can adopt 
a deformed basis to maximise the long range two-body quadrupole interaction. In
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this case, the fermion space is constructed from the scheme based on the Nilsson -f 
BCS model with particle number projection [29]. There are many other approaches 
which differ in their truncation schemes adopted for the fermion or boson space and 
also their ways of mapping between them. Although there has been considerable 
success in establishing the microscopic foundation of the interacting boson model, 
further work is required for a fully self-consistent microscopic derivation.
1.3 Inadequacy of IBM
The interacting boson model has been shown to be a powerful tool in providing a 
systematic description of the properties of even-even nuclei and a uniform treatm ent 
of low-lying band structures over extended mass regions [16]. Despite its simplicity 
and success, extension of the standard .sd-model is necessary. The shortcomings of 
the model are most apparent in the deformed rare-earth region where both micro­
scopies [30] and phenomenology indicate that the pair truncation to the sd space is 
too severe. Here we briefly summarise some of its inadequacies.
i) Prem ature falloff in B(E2)  strengths: Due to the finiteness of boson number in 
the system, the sd-model predicts that the ground band term inates at L = 2N  and a 
reduction in collectivity is expected in high-spin states. As a result, the yrast B(E2)  
values are expected to fall off relative to rotor values and vanish at maximum spin. 
However, some remarkable data were provided recently in the actinide region where 
the energy levels and B(E2)  of the ground band were measured up to spin L = 30, 
28 and 30 for 232Th, 234U, and 236U (see Chapter 5), respectively, without any sign 
of boson cut-off effect (232Th, 234U, and 236U have N  = 12, 13 and 14 bosons, hence 
the ground band are expected to term inate at L = 24, 26 and 28 respectively in the 
sd-model).
ii) Inadequacy in the descriptions of hexadecapole band structures: The existence 
of the 3+ and 4+ vibrational bands [31-34] in many nuclear spectra and the strong 
E 4 excitations of 4+ states provide a distinct signature tha t they are hexadecapole 
phonon excitations. These hexadecapole bands clearly lie beyond the sd model 
space. Furthermore, the F?4(0i —» 4+) transition strengths for some nuclei obtained
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from electron and proton scattering experiments [35-40], are comparable with the 
in-band E 4 strength of the ground band. The hexadecapole operator given in the 
sd-IBM is certainly not flexible enough to account for the experimental data [41].
iii) Ground band moment of inertia problem: As criticised by Bohr and Mottelson, 
the model fails to account for the spin-dependent terms in the energy [42]. The 
L • L term  in the Hamiltonian, which accounts for most of the missing moment of 
inertia, does not have any dynamical content. In addition, this term  is not flexible 
enough to describe high-spin data. As most deformed nuclei deviate very much from 
the rigid rotor, the L • L term  is inadequate to reproduce the higher-order term s in 
the L(L  + 1 )  expansion of the moment of inertia. Recently, a Hamiltonian with a 
more general spin-dependence has been introduced [43]. W ithin this Hamiltonian, 
a spin-dependent coefficient, 1/(1 +  f L  • L), has been included in the dipole and 
quadrupole interactions. Although this denominator form of coupling constant does 
ameliorate the situation, it is physically not easy to comprehend.
iv) Absence of stable triaxial shapes: Since some nuclei have long been thought 
to have triaxial shapes [16], the incapability of modelling a stable triaxial shape in 
the  standard sci-IBM has raised concern. To obtain leading order triaxial shapes, 
one can introduce symmetry-breaking cubic terms [44-46] into the Hamiltonian. 
Though such terms can be motivated as effective interactions generated from the 
renormalisation of higher spin bosons, they were chosen in an ad-hoc fashion. It is 
therefore more appealing to study directly the effect of higher spin bosons on shape 
deformations.
v) Absence of large anharmonic effects: The sd-IBM is inadequate for accommo­
dating the large anharmonicities (ranging from 1.5 to 2.5) which are claimed to 
be observed in some proposed double-7 bands. A clue offered by recent geometri­
cal model calculations, suggests tha t anharmonicity may be linked with triaxiality 
which is beyond the scope of the standard sd-model. On the other hand, there have 
been arguments tha t some of the observed 4+ bands are in fact of hexadecapole 
character [32]. Thus there is a need for an extended model which can treat both the 
quadrupole double-phonon and hexadecapole bands on an equal footing.
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1.4 Hexadecapole degree of freedom in IBM
The first two points mentioned in the Section 1.3 are kinematical in origin and 
can be a ttributed to the lack of collectivity in the sd-model caused by the severe 
truncation of the model space. It can be ameliorated by simply including the g 
bosons, thus the cut-off spin is changed from 27V to 47V and all falloffs in B E (2) are 
pushed to higher spins. In addition, more phonon bands such as ß \  7 ', 1 + , 3+ and 4+ 
emerge from the SU(3) representations, providing a proper framework for describing 
hexadecapole band structures. From the microscopic point of view, the original 
truncation to the sd space was motivated by the fact tha t these pairs come lowest in 
energy in a shell-model calculation. However, according to the microscopic studies 
carried out in the past decade, there are strong reasons favouring the inclusion of g 
bosons. It has been found that the inclusion of (7-pairs is necessary and sufficient [47] 
for a proper description of physical observables such as binding energies. Similar 
studies carried out by using the deformed basis [48-50], concluded tha t the S  and 
D  pairs alone cannot exhaust the intrinsic wavefunctions and the effects of G pairs 
must be included explicitly, at least for the treatm ent of high-spin states. Thus, 
microscopic analysis has established a solid foundation for pursuing the sdg-IBM.
In regard to the ground band moment of inertia problem, there have been con­
jectures [42] tha t the spin-dependence of excitation energies may be attributed  to 
the g-boson effects. In addition, the hexadecapole degree of freedom in the sdg- 
IBM, provides a better way of modelling triaxial shapes in nuclei. In comparison 
with the cubic three-body interaction mentioned in Section 1.3, the hexadecapole 
two-body force is physically more appealing. Recently, it has been shown tha t with 
appropriately chosen two-body quadrupole and hexadecapole interactions, one can 
generate an asymmetric energy surface which is 7-soft [25]. Such a Hamiltonian is 
useful in the description of triaxiality in transitional nuclei. It will be interesting to 
see whether the hexadecapole interaction can produce a similar effect on deformed 
nuclei. Furthermore, regarding the issue of anharmonicity in deformed nuclei, the 
sdg-IBM provides a unified approach to the study of both the 77- and the hexade­
capole, 4+ bands. Thus, in the light of phenomenological and microscopic studies,
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the sdg-IBM should provide a more complete picture of nuclear collective behaviour.
1.5 Solution techniques in boson models
The sdg-IBM does not share many of the simplifying features of the sd-IBM 
which made the latter so popular over the last two decades. First of all, the repre­
sentations in some symmetry limits of the dynamical group U(15) are not associated 
with actual spectra. For instance, the ground bands of the SU(5), SU(6) and 0(15) 
limits of the parent group U(15) have the spin sequence (0, 4, 8,..) which cannot be 
used in nuclear spectroscopy. In addition, due to the large basis space, exact num er­
ical diagonalisation of the sdg-IBM Hamiltonians is not possible for most deformed 
nuclei. As a result, progress with sdg-IBM calculations has been rather slow, and 
due to the various truncation schemes involved, a satisfactory description of both 
low-lying band structures and high-spin states in deformed nuclei is still missing. 
Here we summarise and comment on some of the techniques used in the literature. 
Numerical approaches
(i) Truncation in the SU(3) basis: In this method, the model space is truncated 
to low-lying SU(3) representations with a Hamiltonian consisting of various SU(3) 
tensor operators. The m atrix elements are evaluated through group theoretical tech­
niques and the Hamiltonian is diagonalised in the truncated space. This scheme has 
been successfully applied to 168Er [51]. However, this choice of Hamiltonian does not 
share the usual physical picture associated with the CQF quadrupole Hamiltonian.
(ii) Coupling of one g boson to the sd-core (ng <  1): The diagonalisation of the 
Hamiltonian is carried in the basis space with configurations, {(sd)N , (sd)N~lg }. 
This approach was motivated by the fact tha t the use of a large g-boson energy can 
induce only a small expectation value for the g-boson number ((ng) <  1). However, 
with such large the applicability of this approximation scheme is limited to those 
nuclei where the coupling between the g and sd bosons is relatively weak. The 
situation gets even worse in the case of superdeformed nuclei where recent studies 
suggest tha t the g bosons are strongly coupled to the sd-core [52-55]. Furthermore, 
with ng <  1, the truncated space is unable to describe accurately the high-spin data
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in deformed nuclei.
(iii) Coupling of ngmax g bosons (ng <  ngmax): The configuration space is ex­
tended to include up to ngmax g bosons, and for which a new computer code, su- 
per-SDGBOSON [56] has been developed. This scheme can alleviate the situation 
mentioned above. However, due to the basis space involved, numerical diagonalisa- 
tion is still not possible for N  > 14.
Analytic approaches
(iv) SU(3) limit: For deformed nuclei, the SU(3) symmetry in the sdg-IBM is 
strongly broken by both the large g-boson energy, eg and the quadrupole interaction 
with a ^-scaling factor (refer to Chapter 2) ranging from 0.5 — 0.7. Therefore, the 
group-theoretical approach [57,58] serves to provide a qualitative picture of nuclear 
spectra only.
v) Hartree-Bose and Tamm-Dancoff approximations [59]: Using this approximation, 
only the leading order results in N  for the ground and single-phonon band energies 
are evaluated. Therefore, they only provide qualitative descriptions of low-lying 
band structures and are not accurate enough for the analysis of experimental data.
vi) 1 /N  expansion [26]: This technique is based on the angular momentum projected 
mean field theory. It gives an accurate extrapolation from the SU(3) lim it, and 
presumably provides a feasible alternative for a realistic description of high-spin 
states in the sdg-IBM. W ith the recent development in computer algebra, the task 
of evaluating the m atrix elements up to the order 1 / TV6 [60], which is crucial for 
accurate descriptions of high-spin states [60-62], has been completed. However, 
beyond the single-phonon bands, the evaluation of band-mixing effects becomes 
very complicated.
1.6 Outline of the thesis
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. In Chapter 2, the consistent Q for­
malism in the sd-model and its extensions to the sdg-IBM are discussed. In ad­
dition, various param etrisation schemes for the sdg-Hamiltonian are presented. In 
Chapter 3, the recent developments in numerical diagonalisation and the reliabil-
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ity of various truncation schemes for the sdg-model space are discussed. Chapter 4 
presents the 1 /N  formalism for both the ground and 7-bands. In Chapter 5, system­
atic studies on the predictions of the sd- and sdg-models are reported. In the light 
of the 1/iV formulae, the moment of inertia problem is addressed. In particular, 
the effects of one-body energies on the spin-dependence of moment of inertia are 
discussed. Furthermore, the 1/N  results are applied to the study of high-spin states 
in deformed and superdeformed nuclei. In Chapter 6, the possibility of generating 
stable triaxial shapes and large anharmonic effects in deformed nuclei is explored. 
Finally, Chapter 7 contains the summary and conclusion of the whole investigation.
CHAPTER 2
Choice of Hamiltonian
2.1 Hamiltonian for the sd-model
In the sd-IBM, the Hamiltonian can generally be expressed as combinations of 
the creation and annihilation operators, s , s ' , d ß, and dt under the condition that 
both the rotational invariance and hermiticity are to be preserved. To reduce the 
complexity, one can limit the Hamiltonian to one consisting of only one- and two- 
body interactions so that it also conserves the total number of bosons. W ith these 
constraints, a general Hamiltonian consisting of six free param eters, can be w ritten 
in the form of a multipole expansion,
H  =  £dhd +  k\L  • L -  k2Q • Q -  AC3T3 • T3 -  K4 T4 • T4, (2.1)
where
hd =  d+ • d = Lß -  VlÖ[<fl x d]*,
ß
Qd = [s* x d +  df x s]2ß +  x[df x d)^ ,
T3„ = [df X d\l,Tiß = [d* X (2.2)
and
5 =  s, dM =  ( -1  )Md_M. (2.3)
The tensor and scalar products of two irreducible tensor operators are defined as
[Tj x f j J =  {jmjlmi\kii)TjmjTimi, (2.4)
rrij mi
11
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and
Tk -Uk = J 2 ( ~ ir T kßUk- ß. (2.5)
ß
The L • L term in eq. (2.1) is always diagonal and simply gives a contribution to 
the rigid moment of inertia. In other word, it has no effect on state wavefunctions 
and therefore has no dynamical content. The T3 • T3 is a Casimir operator common 
to both the U(5) and 0(6) group chains. In most applications, it has been found
^ •S U (3 )
Figure 2.1: Symmetry triangle of the IBM indicating the three symmetry 
limits on each of the vertices and the transition legs between symmetries. £d 
and x are defined in the text. The dotted line represents a deformed edge 
with a finite d-boson energy.
that usually one or two terms in the multipole expansion suffice to get a good 
description of the low-lying collective properties. For example, in deformed nuclei, 
the quadrupole force plays a dominant role. Therefore, in realistic calculation, the 
Hamiltonian can be simplified as
H = £dhd +  k\L ■ L -  k2Q • Q. ( 2.6)
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For consistency, the same quadrupole operator is used in the E 2 transition operator, 
i.e. T ( E 2) =  e2Q, as in the Hamiltonian, where e2 is the effective charge. The above 
choice of param etrisation (with ed — 0) is known as the consistent-Q formalism 
(CQF) [16]. At zero £<*, X serves as a free param eter which reproduces the SU(3) 
and 0(6) symmetries when \  — ~ \/7 /2  and 0 respectively. In reality, most of the 
nuclei have spectra showing behaviour deviating from the three symmetry limits. 
In term s of the Casten triangle (Figure 2.1), the canonical way of breaking the 
symmetries is to move along the three edges of the triangle. In the description of 
high-spin states in deformed nuclei (discussed in Chapter 5), one needs to employ 
the d-boson energy to solve the moment of inertia problem. In this case, one needs 
to break the symmetry by proceeding along a deformed edge as shown in Figure 2.1. 
Of course, a more complete description of deformed nuclei, including high-spin states 
and hexadecapole bands, requires extension of the model space to the sdg bosons.
2.2 Hamiltonian for the sdg-IBM
A minimal extension of the CQF Hamiltonian, to the sdg-IBM can be achieved 
by including the g-boson energy term , eghg, and modifying the quadrupole operator 
eq. (2.2) to the form
Qn = [s*d +  S s f f l  +  Q22[<ftd\^ +  Q24\d^g +  +  < 7 4 4 ( 2 . 7 )
As a result, we have
H  = eghg -  k2Q • Q. (2.8)
We shall refer to this minimal extension as the CQF hamiltonian below. A study of 
high-spin states in the sdg-IBM using the CQF Hamiltonian, which will be presented 
in Chapter 5, indicates tha t the energy surface remains too rigid and inclusion of 
the d-boson energy term , is essential to reproduce the spin dependence of the
moment of inertia and of the E 2 transitions in the ground band [60]. The success 
of this pairing plus quadrupole type of Hamiltonian, however, does not extend to 
the side bands which are more sensitive to interference from the hexadecapole in­
teraction. Thus, for a comprehensive description of deformed nuclei, one needs to
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employ the Hamiltonian
H  = edhd +  tghg -  k2Q • Q ~  k4T4 • T4, (2 .9 )
where the hexadecapole operator is given by
T4ß = [sjg +  g^s]^  +  h22[d)d}^) +  h24[d]g +  s^ d ]^  +  h44[g]g }^ \  (2.10)
Note tha t, we have deliberately left out the dipole interaction in eq. (2.8) as it is 
found to be at the root of the rigid moment of inertia problem in the IBM. This 
Hamiltonian contains 10 parameters, namely, the one-body energies ed and efl, the 
multipole interaction strengths k2 and /C4, and the quadrupole and hexadecapole 
parameters qji and hji. In a systematic study covering many nuclei, it is desirable 
to have a smaller set of free parameters. To achieve this goal, we adopt a similar 
strategy as in a previous study of deformed nuclei [63]. The quadrupole param eters 
{<722, <724, <744} are scaled from their S U ( 3) values with a single factor q as suggested 
by microscopies [28] in which the relevant fermion single-particle orbits are mapped 
onto an equivalent single shell. In short, qji can be written as
where the SU(3) values of q22, q24 and q44 are —ll\/lÖ /2 8 , 9/7 and — 3\/55/14, 
respectively [64]. Alternatively, one can scale qji as
This scaling has been used in previous studies of deformed nuclei [63]. The hexade­
capole param eters, hji, can be determined by a similar scaling strategy or mapped 
from the quadrupole parameters, q3i [63]. The former refers to using the same 
quadrupole scaling factor for the SU(3) hexadecapole operator which is transformed 
according to the (A,//) =  (2,2) irreducible representation. The corresponding SU(3) 
values for h22, h24 and /*44 are 19\/5/28, —5>/TT/14 and 3 \/l4 3 /2 8  respectively [64]. 
The second way is to determine the hexadecapole parameters hji from those of qji by 
imposing some conditions on the multipole operators. To obtain the leading order
(922,924,944) =  (9,9,9) X SU(3) (2 . 11)
(922,924,944) =  ( 9 , 1 , 9 )  x  S U ( 3 ). (2.12)
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solution of the l / N  expansion for any two-body multipole interaction is equivalent 
to solving the eigen-mode condition, namely
[Qo,b*] =  \  b\[T4o,6't] =  A'6't, (2.13)
where A, Ar are the eigenvalues, and 6i|0),6, t |0) can be interpreted as the eigen- 
states of the quadrupole and hexadecapole operators, respectively. The sought after 
condition will be more apparent when the above relations are expressed as
qjiXj =  Xxh h i x'j =  X>xh (2.14)
i i
where qji = (j0l0\20)qji and hji = (j0/0|40)/ij/. To determine hji from qji, one 
can simply impose the condition that x 3 = x'-. In this case, the quadrupole and 
hexadecapole operators share the same eigenstates. Such a condition can be incor­
porated in a simple commutation relation, [h,q] =  0 [63], where q and h are the 
two symmetric matrices,
(  0 l 0 ^ (  0 0 1 \
q = i Q22
<?42
q 2 4  
Q44 j
, h = 0
l  1
^ 2 2
h 4 2
h 2 4 
h 4 4 )
This commutation relation ensures tha t the quadrupole and the hexadecapole mean 
fields are coherent. Thus it leads to a set of three linear equations, giving the 
prescription for hji as
^•22 =  Q24-, ^24 — <?44? ^44 =  <?24 + (^44 _  ^22^44 — l ) / ^ 2 4  • (2.16)
This reduction of parameters from 10 to 5 is obtained at the expense of a detailed 
description of the quadrupole and hexadecapole operators. Since information, es­
pecially on the latter, is rather patchy, this will not cause any problems except in 
a few isolated cases. The four choices of param etrisations for the quadrupole and 
hexadecapole interactions can be summarised as
P (l): ( q ,q ,q ) x SU(3) for Q with T4 mapped by eq. (2.16),
P(2): (q, 1 ,<?)xSU(3) with T4 mapped by eq. (2.16),
P(3): (<7,<?,g)xSU(3) for both Q and T4,
P(4): (<7,1,q)xSU(3) for both Q and T4.
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In the calculation of E2 and E 4 transitions, we shall use the consistent operators, 
T( E2)  = e2Q, T(E4)  =  e4T4, so that, apart from the effective charges e2 and e4, no 
new parameters are introduced.
In concluding this section, we present an alternative param etrisation of the 
Hamiltonian eq. (2.9) which is more convenient in the implementation of the l / N  
expansion formulas. In regard to the leading order in l / N  expansion, the m atrix 
elements of the one- and two-body interactions are proportional to N 2 and N  re­
spectively. This involves factoring out the energy scale and the leading order N  
dependence from the energy expressions. Since the quadrupole interaction is dom­
inant, it is desirable to factor out the energy scale, /c2, and the leading order N 2 
dependence from the energy expressions. A suitable choice for such a set of dimen­
sionless parameters is given by
T)i = £i/ N k2, C4 =  « 4 / « 2 ,  (2.17)
where l = 0 ,2 ,4  correspond to the subscripts s ,d,g.
CHAPTER 3
Exact diagonalisation technique
As mentioned earlier, there is an extensive set of experimental data indicating 
the necessity of including the g-boson degree of freedom in IBM calculations. With 
this extension of the model space, diagonalisation becomes a formidable task. A 
computer code which can diagonalise arbitrary sdg-IBM Hamiltonians in full space 
has been available for some time [65], but due to excessive memory requirements it 
had only limited applications to transitional nuclei [66] which have N  < 10. Recently 
this code has been modified to run on supercomputers improving its applicability 
[56]. Nevertheless, exact diagonalisation for deformed nuclei with boson number 
greater than ten remains elusive, and truncation of the model space is still necessary. 
In the following sections, recent developments in numerical diagonalisation and the 
effects of various truncation schemes on the computation of physical quantities will 
be discussed.
3.1 Basis states
One of the attractive features of the sd-IBM is its simplicity, namely that the 
model space is relatively small in size so that the model Hamiltonian can be diag- 
onalised exactly. For example, in Table 3.1, it is shown that for most nuclei, the 
number of basis states with this model is less than a thousand. However, with intro­
duction of the g-boson degree of freedom, the enormous growth in size of the model 
space becomes an intriguing problem. As seen in Table 3.1, the number of states 
in the sd-model grows at a rate of N 3 while that in the sdg-model grows at a rate 
of N 8. The number of basis states that can be handled by supercomputers such as
17
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the VP2200 at ANU is about 105. Therefore, to make the problem tractable, vari­
ous approximation schemes have been devised, such as the truncation of the model 
space by restricting the maximum number of g bosons to one [67-69]. As seen from 
Table 3.1, the basis size is remarkably reduced by this truncation. However, such 
a severe truncation creates problems of convergence in some physical observables; a 
problem which will be addressed in Section 3.3.
Table 3.1: The variation of number of states with the number of bosons. The 
first row (ngmSLX = 0) and the last row (ngmax = N) show the the full basis 
sizes in the sd- and sdg- models respectively.
The number of states with M  = 0
Tig m ax
ooII 10 12 14 16
0 105 203 358 588 915
1 633 1353 2254 4410 7123
2 2.08 x 103 4.91 x 103 9.94 x 103 1.81 x 104 3.03 x 104
4 8.37 x 103 2.49 x 104 5.92 x 104 1.21 x 105 2.23 x 105
6 1.53 x 104 5.89 x 104 1.69 x 105 3.98 x 105 8.13 x 105
N 1.75 x 104 9.21 x 104 3.99 x 105 1.48 x 106 4.86 x 106
To facilitate the algebraic manipulation of matrix elements, the m-scheme [70] is 
adopted in the following investigation. By choosing those states with zero magnetic 
quantum number, M , this scheme can be used to eliminate all the degeneracy due 
to rotational invariance. In addition, the m-scheme can be used to generate states 
with particular spins. For example, by setting M  to the desired spin L, one can 
construct a basis containing states with spins higher than or equal to L.
Before devoting effort to the study of diagonalising large matrices, it is worth 
discussing some techniques in storing basis states during computation. In a fermion 
system, each state constructed from the m -scheme can be specified conveniently by 
the bit pattern of an integer [71] and all the annihilation and creation operations 
can be reduced to simple bit-wise operations between integers. Similarly, with a 
slight modification, one can specify each state of our boson system by a simple bit 
pattern [65], i.e. all the information concerning the distribution of N  bosons among
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n quantum  states is ‘packed’ in a 4-byte integer. In the sdg-IBM, this 32-bit (or 
4-byte) representation (see Appendix A) can accommodate a maximum of 18 bosons 
which is sufficient for the study of deformed nuclei. Starting with a condensate of 
N  5-bosons, |(5)^), all the other states can be generated by just shifting the bosons 
successively to the d- and g-orbitals, thus the integers associated with the basis 
states are automatically arranged in descending order. This kind of ordering is of 
crucial importance if searching techniques such as binary search are to be employed 
in the identification of states. However, in this 32-bit representation, the m anipula­
tions of creation and annihilation operators with basis states cannot be performed in 
a simple bit-wise fashion as in the case of fermion systems. To evaluate the m atrix 
elements, it is necessary to ‘unpack’ the integer into 15 occupation numbers for the 
algebraic operations, and after tha t the numbers are to be repacked again [65]. The 
‘packing’ and ‘unpacking’ procedures consume a large fraction of CPU tim e during 
each calculation. To overcome this difficulty, a less compact 64-bit representation 
(see Appendix A) has been devised and written in a vectorised form for the super­
computer VP2200 [56] without the need to carry out these ‘packing’ and ‘unpacking’ 
procedures. In this modified code, instead of employing the inherently ‘unvectoris- 
able’ binary search algorithm which makes use of the numeric ordering of the basis 
states, a two-dimensional map is constructed to locate each basis state. The number 
of operations required in the latter method is independent of the size of the basis, 
and far fewer than tha t of the binary search technique ( at most, n -f 1 steps are 
needed for 2n states). This kind of mapping technique increases substantially the 
percentage of vectorisation and improves the efficiency of the code.
3.2 Sparse matrix technique
Here we discuss some techniques in exact numerical diagonalisation. In fact, the 
use of the term  ‘exact diagonalisation’ in the sdg-IBM is in some sense misleading, 
since the matrices are so large tha t it is rarely possible to fully diagonalise them  to 
obtain all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Instead, one generally uses m atrix tech­
niques to obtain just the low-lying energies and wavefunctions. Full diagonalisation
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is not possible because this requires storage of the full m atrix, tha t is variables 
where N m is the dimensionality of the model space. If N m is sufficiently large this 
will exceed the memory of any available computer. Note tha t a single eigenvector 
only requires N m variables to be stored, which is far less. We therefore require a 
method tha t will generate the low-lying states with a memory requirement of order 
N m rather than N ^ .  This means that the m atrix must be stored in a ‘sparse’ format, 
where one keeps only the non-zero elements, plus information as to where they are 
located. Since the Hamiltonian connects of order N  states with any given state, the 
m atrix of H  is indeed very sparse and requires a storage of order N N m, which is 
still far less than N ^ .  It may also be possible to generate the m atrix sufficiently fast 
tha t it can be regenerated at each iteration, rather than stored. Of all sparse m atrix 
techniques, the Lanczos algorithm [71,72] seems to be the most efficient. In this 
algorithm, one starts with some initial guess, say \xi). This guess may be chosen 
at random or it may be chosen with a particular symmetry. Acting with H  on laq) 
gives a new state, |^ 2 )/- Since \x2 )' in general, is not orthogonal to |x i), one needs 
to define a new orthonormalised state \x2) given by
# |z i )  =  ai\xi)  +  bi\x2), (3.1)
where (x i \x2) = 0. Acting with H  on \x2) gives l^ ) ',  then l ^ ) '  is orthogonalised 
with respect to the previous states, so tha t one gets \xs) where
H \x 2) = bi\xi) +  ax\x2) -f 62|^3). (3.2)
Note tha t the coefficients a; and bi form the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of 
H  in a new orthogonal basis. Since H  is symmetric in any orthogonal basis, the 
coefficient of \x2) in eq. (3.1) must equal the coefficient of \x\) in eq. (3.2). The 
method continues iteratively, i.e. one generates a state l^p+i)' =  H \x v) and then 
orthogonalises it to the previous generated states. In this process, we are generating 
a representation of the Hamiltonian in a new orthogonal basis in which it is still
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symmetric. The matrix has the form
/ Ü I bi 0 0 0 0  \
b i « 2 62 0 0 0
0 62 « 3 &3 0 0
0 0 a 4 b4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0  bp—2 d p —\ bp —1
V 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  bp - ! d p  j
This corresponds to diagonalising the Hamiltonian in a subspace of dimension p, 
rather than in the full space. Following the Lanczos procedure, we can generate a 
complete set of orthonormal states in which the hamiltonian matrix is tri-diagonal, 
from any given n-boson state. In fact, the final results are insensitive to the choice 
of the initial state [71]. Such a transformation makes the matrix easy to store 
and diagonalise. For the most bound states of the system, one needs to carry out 
only a relatively small number of iterations as only a small subset of the Lanczos 
vectors is needed for diagonalisation to be achieved. Thus the Lanczos method can 
be regarded as an algorithm for generating an optimal subset of the model space 
for the descriptions of the low-lying states of the system. One of the shortcomings 
of Lanczos method is the need to carry out the re-orthogonalisation procedure as 
mentioned in [71]. However, such a procedure can readily be vectorised and the 
computation can be performed on a super computer such as the Fujitsu VP2200 
with extremely high efficiency. In fact, orthogonalisation between two states can 
be carried out by simple vector operations in a vector processor. The convergence 
of sdg-IBM calculations with the number of Lanczos iterations is generally very 
fast. To illustrate this fact, we use a typical deformed Hamiltonian consisting of a 
single quadrupole interaction and one-body forces given in eq. (2.9), with q = 0.5, 
AC2 = —20MeV, AC4 = 0,7jd = 1.5, qg = 4.5, and N  = 10. Figure 3.1 shows that the 7 
and ß bands converge in less than 100 iterations. However, for the odd-spin states 
and hexadecapole phonon bands, the convergence is relatively slow until the number 
of Lanczos iterations exceeds about 300.
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no. of iterations
Figure 3.1: Convergence of various excited band energies in terms of the 
number of Lanczos iterations. The full basis space (ngmax = N) was used in 
the calculations.
3.3 Convergence study
In this section, we discuss the results of using the modified code to study the 
accuracy of various truncated space calculations in the sdg-IBM. The truncation 
scheme used in Ref. [67] is based on the assumption that, by using a large eg (ranging 
from 1 — 1.5 MeV), the coupling to g bosons is so weak that the expectation values, 
(n5), of the low-lying states should be far less than one. However, there is no a 
priori reason that this assumption will still be valid if more g bosons are allowed in 
the calculations. We have carried out a study of the numerical diagonalisation of a 
system of 10 bosons with a generalised truncation scheme in which ngmax is varied 
from 1 to 10. We use the consistent-Q formalism with the parametrisation defined 
in Section 3.2. Here it is useful to highlight some general results. The (ng) of g, 7, 
and ß bands are not affected too much by varying ngmax, but this is not the case
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^gmax
Figure 3.2: The expectation value of the g-boson number in various excitation bands.
for K n bands as shown in Figure 3.2. When more g bosons are allowed, (ng) grows 
until saturation occurs roughly at ngmSLX equal to N/3. All the expectation values 
of g-boson number converge to values larger than one. This indicates that these K n 
bands are largely characterised by their g-boson nature. These bands appear only in 
the U(15) representations, and for K n = l +,3+ and 4+ bands, they are made up by 
exciting a g boson in the intrinsic frame. Hence their wave-functions are extremely 
sensitive to the variation in ngmax. Moreover, they are relatively more high-lying in 
the energy spectrum, so excitations of more g bosons are favourable.
In Figures 3.3 - 3.4, the convergence properties of some key observables as a 
function of ngmax are illustrated. In Figure 3.3, the effect of truncation on the low- 
lying band structure is shown for (a) band excitation energies, (b) E2 transitions, 
and (c) E i  transitions. The ngmax = 1 calculations are off by about 10 - 20% 
(mostly overestimated but underestimated in a few cases), and hence they are not
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Figure 3.3: Effect of the basis space truncation on (a) band excitation energies 
(b) E2 transitions, and (c) E4 transitions. The maximum number of g bosons, 
ng max •> allowed in the basis space is increased from 1 to the maximum of 
N = 10. Parameters of the sdg-IBM Hamiltonian are given in the text.
very reliable. As expected, the hexadecapole bands take longer to converge compared 
to the ß and 7 bands, the worst case being the ß' band. Nevertheless, convergence 
to accuracy of a few percent is obtained in almost all cases for n5max = 3. In 
Figure 3.4, a similar study is presented for the high-spin states in the ground band: 
(a) excitation energies, and (b) E 2 transitions. At spins L ~  2N , the ngmax = 1 
calculations are off by about 20 - 30% which will get even worse with increasing 
spin. On the other hand, the ngmax = 3 results provide a reasonably accurate 
picture up to spins L ~  2N. Beyond that, g bosons start dominating the wave 
functions, and any truncation is likely to lead to substantial errors. The above 
results suggest that diagonalisation of the sdg-IBM Hamiltonians in a model space 
truncated to ngmax =  N /3 bosons will give a reliable description of states with spins 
L < 2N. This extends the applicability of the super-SDGBOSON code to N  = 14 
which covers roughly half of the deformed nuclei. However, one must be cautious 
that the validity of the above truncation scheme rests very much upon the relative 
strength of the intrinsic g-boson energy and the parametrisation used. For example, 
it fails in superdeformed nuclei where the coupling to g bosons is very strong (
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Figure 3.4: Effect of the basis space truncation on the ground band (a) exci­
tation energies, and (b) E 2 transitions.
eg — 0) [55,60]. After all, it should be emphasised tha t these computations are 
expensive, time consuming, and certainly not the best way to deal with the sdg- 
IBM problems. In Chapter 4, the 1 /N  expansion formalism which circumvents the 
shortcomings of numerical diagonalisation will be introduced.
CHAPTER 4
1/ N  expansion formalism
The 1 /N  expansion formalism [26] was developed as a response to difficulties in 
performing calculations in the sdg-IBM due to the inadequacy of group theoretical 
techniques and the large basis space problem in numerical diagonalisation. It is 
based on angular momentum projected mean field theory and leads to analytic 
expressions for various physical quantities of interest. Initially, the 1 / N  calculations 
were carried out to order 1 / N 2 which is quite sufficient for a good description of 
low-lying spectra. An accurate description of high-spin states, on the other hand, 
requires the inclusion of terms up to order 1 / N 6 which are not suitable for hand 
calculation. This difficulty has been overcome by using computer algebra [60]. In the 
following sections, the extended calculations and the results for the excited bands 
and the electromagnetic transitions will be presented.
4.1 Coherent states
One of the ingredients of the formalism is the choice of intrinsic states for various 
rotational bands. These intrinsic states generate a set of collective coordinates aqm, 
providing a geometric representation for the model which is inherently algebraic in 
nature. Due to symmetry properties, there are only five independent mean fields in 
the sdg-IBM. We consider a general formulation of the IBM and introduce the boson 
creation and annihilation operators where / =  0,2,4,***,p correspond to
s,d,  <7 , • • • bosons. For convenience, the subscript m is suppressed when it is zero.
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The ground band can be written as a condensate of N  intrinsic bosons as
\<t>9 ) =  (Af!)(- 1/2)( E ^ '> L ) iV|0). (4.1)
lm
Since the above intrinsic state is over-complete, it contains all the non-axial com­
ponents which highly increase the complexity in performing the angular momentum 
projection algebra. Moreover, in the light of variational calculus, to locate the global 
minimum of a five dimensional energy surface is not an easy task. Since the contri­
bution from the non-axial components (K n ^  0) to the ground band is small and 
most deformed nuclei have axial shapes, it is legitimate to confine the calculation in 
the subspace having axial symmetry. Thus, the ground band intrinsic state becomes
where |fV, x) =  The second and higher-order terms in eq. (4.2),
representing the mixing with other K n ^  0+ bands, contribute at 1/7V2 or higher 
level. Thus they can be neglected. This approximation can be justified when one 
compares the l / N  expansion results with those obtained from exact diagonalisation 
which will be shown latex. Similarly, the intrinsic states for the single-phonon bands 
are obtained from the ground band [26] by acting with the other intrinsic boson 
operators 6jn =  J2ix lmb]m- These prescribed states are orthogonal in the intrinsic 
frame, but such orthogonality is not guaranteed after angular momentum projection 
has been carried out. As a result, higher order terms are needed in the intrinsic states 
to ensure the orthogonality with all other bands. For the 7-band, we have
rotational symmetry in the intrinsic frame. This spurious state can be generated 
by a finite rotation of the ground band [26], and the corresponding mean fields 
of this spurious intrinsic boson operator can be derived directly from those of the 
ground band [26]. Thus, the orthogonality term  in the 7-band does not introduce 
any additional degree of freedom into the system.
I*r> = ftt|iV,x) +  - ^ = = f 7(6l)2|iV -2 ,x )  +••• (4.3)
where is obtained from the orthogonality between the 7- and ground bands. 
Here b\\N  — l , x )  is the K * = 1+ spurious state which results from the breaking of
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4.2 Angular momentum projection
Because of the breaking of rotational symmetry, the evaluation of m atrix ele­
ments in the intrinsic frame is correct only to the leading order in N.  In order 
to obtain accurate results, one has to restore the broken symmetry by performing 
angular momentum projection. In this case, the energy of a state with particular 
angular momentum can be obtained by minimising the quantity
= E  {<hc\P&HPkK\*K)
L K,L (MP&PkK\M
where P ^ K [26] is the projection operator defined as
p MK =  ^ 4 4  /  d(n )D LM'K ( w m ,  (4-5)
where R(f l )  and U are the Wigner-D matrices, rotation operator and
Eulerian angle, respectively. Eq. (4.2) can be written in an explicit form,
{H) l =  2jA4f!, L) I dß s ™ ß dK K m 4 > K \H e-* L*\4,K), (4.6)
where N(4>k ,L )  is the normalisation of intrinsic state after projection. Given the 
prescription for the intrinsic state and the Hamiltonian, the angular momentum 
projected m atrix elements given in eq. (4.6) can be evaluated simply by manipulating 
the boson algebra.
4.3 Ground band
We consider a general formulation of the IBM as this allows an elegant derivation 
of the l / N  formulae by fully exploiting the angular momentum algebra. In order to 
keep the variational problem to a manageable size, the intrinsic state for the ground 
band is chosen as
\4>a ) = (iVir^WlO), 6f = E*i6j0, (4.7)
/
where xi are the normalised boson mean fields, i.e. x • x =  1 , x =  (x0, x2, x4, . . .). In 
the classical limit of the IBM, the mean fields are associated with the deformation
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param eters of the system [20]. For a given Hamiltonian H , they are determined 
from (H)l by variation after projection (VAP).
The Hamiltonians in eqs. (2.6, 2.9) can be written in the generalised form as
2 /m a x
H = £  e,n-  £  • T<*>, h, =  £  T «  =  £ ( 4 . 8 )
/ fc=0 M jl
where the param eters have the obvious correspondence, e2 =  £d , £4  =  £ s , t2ji = qji, 
t j^i = hji. This general form has the advantage tha t, to evaluate the expectation 
value of H , one needs to perform the calculation for a generic number operator hi 
and a multipole interaction T ^  • T^kK The expectation value of a scalar operator O 
in the ground band, with angular momentum projection, is given by
(0 ) l =  L) I dß siaß dm ( ß M b NÖe- ‘^ ( b Y \ 0 ) .  (4.9)
Here, the normalisation, Af(<f)g,L),  follows from eq. (4.9) upon substituting the 
identity operator for O. Algebraic manipulations in eq. (4.9) are most easily carried 
out by the techniques discussed in Appendix B. For the number operator, one 
obtains
jVx?
(n,)L =  ^ ( L 0 m \ I 0 ) 2F(N - 1 , 1 ) ,  (4.10)
where F(N, L) denotes the reduced normalisation integral
F{N,L)=N(<l>g,L)l{2L + \). (4.11)
Eq. (4.10) is exact and highlights the essential role played by the normalisation 
integral. In the original papers [26], a Gaussian approximation was used in the eval­
uation of F(N, L). This approximation limited the accuracy of the m atrix elements 
(m.e.) to order l / N 2 as mentioned in Ref. [73,74]. This difficulty has been overcome 
recently using the computer algebra software M athem atica [75]. By exploiting the 
symmetries of the boson system, the normalisation integral is cast into a system of 
linear equations which is solved with the help of M athem atica [76]. The result is a 
double expansion in l / N  and L = L(L +  1) given by
F{N,L) = 2 r  ( ~ l ) n
aN n\(aN)n E a n m i m .m = 0 (4.12)
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The coefficients a nm in eq. (4.12) are given in terms of polynomials of the moments 
of x f ,
and a is defined as a = a0. A list of ocnm up to the eighth order is given in Ap­
pendix C. The knowledge of F ( N , L ), in principle, allows evaluation of the m.e. to 
arbitrary orders in 1/N. As will be seen from the discussion of the applications, a 
correct description of moment of inertia at high-spins requires inclusion of term s of 
order L3/ N 6. Evaluation of eq. (4.10) to such high orders is too difficult to perform 
by hand but becomes manageable using computer algebra.
Before presenting the final results, it is useful to comment on the general form 
of the m.e. of a fc-body operator 0 ,  and to illustrate the concept of layers in the 
1 /N  expansion
The expansion coefficients Onm in eq. (4.14) involve various quadratic forms of the 
mean fields xi corresponding to the single-boson m.e. of O and its moments. The 
explicit form is given to facilitate the illustration of layers. Notice tha t the i co­
efficients Onm in the z’th  column have n -fi m =  i — 1 constant, and are referred 
as the layer “i — 1” . The leading term  in eq. (4.14) thus forms the zeroth layer. 
This name is appropriate since calculations in the intrinsic frame give the same re­
sult independent of projection. In simple terms, the layer in an expansion is given 
by the maximum power of L. There is a close connection between the layers in 
the m.e. given in eq. (4.14) and the normalisation coefficients a nm in eq. (4.12), 
as to calculate the m.e. up to the z’th  layer, one needs to know the coefficients
an = E  Jn+1* l (4.13)
(4.14)
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{ a nn, a nn_ i , . . . ,  a nn-i+i , n — l,2z} . This is very useful in higher order calculations 
as it restric ts the num ber of term s in the expansion, cu tting  down the  am ount of 
algebra. To make this point clear, we note th a t eq. (4.14) shows all th e  term s in 
the  th ird  layer whereas a com plete calculation to order 1 / N 6 would require 6 more 
term s belonging to the fourth, fifth and sixth layers. As can be seen from  eq. (4.15) 
below, the com plexity of the coefficients Onm increases “exponentially” w ith layers, 
and each of the ex tra  term s would lead to expressions pages long. From a prac­
tical point of view, such accuracy is never required. The only 1 /N 6 te rm  of any 
consequence is L3/ N 6 which is included in the th ird  layer. The rest are com pletely 
negligible. Hence the use of layers is a more sensible approach than  a com plete 
calculation to  a given order in 1/N.
W ith  these considerations, we present the  result of the  M athem atica evaluation 
of the  one-body m.e. in eq. (4.10) to the th ird  layer
(hi)L — Nx f { l  + —  (a — /) + (—'yp ( - a  + ai / 2 + (1 -  ai /a) l  + P/2 )
(a +  2a2 — 7 a i/3  — aa i +  5a2/4 a  — a 2/ 3
L
(.a N ) :
( ,aN ) 3
+ ( —1 — 2u +  2ai +  1a\J 2a — 5a2/2a2 +  a2/2a)I
+ ( - 7 / 6  -  a +  5ai/4a)P -  P/6)
(—cl + /) +  —— (2a +  2a2 — 2 a\ +  (—2 — 2<z +  3 a\ /  a l^ — P)
(aN ):
3a — 12a2 — 4a3 +  21a\/2  +  l l a a i  — 15a2/2 a  +  3a2/2
+ (3  +  12a +  4a2 — 33 a i/2  — 1 4 a i/a  +  25a2/2 a 2 — 2 a 2/a ) /
L ‘
+(7/2 + lla /2 -  5ai/a)P + P/2)
—a — 2a2 + 3ai/2  + (1 + 2a — 2a\/a)l  +  P/2)
2(aA^)4
+ —!— (4a +  21a2 +  14a3 — 16ai — 51aai/2 +  13 a2/a  — 2a2
a N  v
+ ( —4 — 21a — 14a2 +  34ai +  20ai/a — 39a2/2a2 +  5a2/2a)/
+ ( —4 -  l l a / 2  + 13aj/2a)P -  P/2)'
I 3
3(aA^)(
—a — 6a2 — 6a3 +  2 5 a i/6  +  9aai — 15a2/4 a  +  5a2/12 
+(1  +  6a +  6a2 — 4 5 a i/4  — 5 a i /a  +  2 1 aJ /4 a2 — a 2/2 a )f
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+ (5 /6  +  9a/4-  3aI/2a)P  +  P / 12] }, (4.15)
where an is defined in eq. (4.13). Eq. (4.15) can be checked against two results that 
i) it satisfies the number conservation, i.e. Yii{ni)L — A”, and ii) it reproduces the 
analytic formulae available in the SU(3) limit [1].
A similar calculation for the multipole interaction yields the interm ediate result
<tW  ’ t W ) l =  ^ ( a E { L m \ i o ) 2F ( N  -  l, / )
+ (A  — 1) ^ 2  t kjitkj>i>XjXiXj>xi>(j0j'0\J0)(l0l'0\J0) 
jij'i’J
x { / -  J'i i} £ a 0 J 0 | / 0 ) 2F ( j V - 2 , / ) } .  (4.16)
Again this is exact and can be evaluated to any order using M athematica. The third 
layer result is given by
(T<*> • T ^ ) l =  N 2{ u k + 2 / { aUk ~  Ukl +  aCk)
+  ((—^ a “^  a i ) ^  +  (1 — a — ai/a)Uki +  Uk2/2 -f a2Ck — aCk2j
+  ((2a +  2a2 — 14ax/3 — a a x +  5a2/2a — 2a2/3)Uk
T( — 1 T a — a x/2  T 7ax/2a — 5a2/2 a 2 T a2 /  2d^jUk\
+ ( —7/6 +  5ai/4a)742 — Uk 3/6
+ ( —a2 + aai/2)Ck +  (a — a x)Cfci +  aCk 2 /  2^
+ ( ^ b 2 a t4  + C41
4—— ((4a +  2a 2 — 4ai)L7t +  (—2 +  a +  3 a i/a)Uk\ — Uk2 — a2Ck +  a C u j
+ 7— ((— 6a — 16a2 — 4a3 +  21a x +  15aax — 15 a2/a  +  3 a2)Uk 
(a A )2 v
+(3 +  2a — 2a 2 — 4ai — 14ai/a  +  25a2/2 a 2 — 2a2/a)Uki 
+ (7 /2  +  2a — 5cii/a)Uk2 +  Uk 3/2
+ (2a2 +  2a3 — 2clcl\}C k +  (—2a — 2a2 +  3d\^Ck\ — aC ^^j 
J2
+ r>{a N )4 K"~” ~ ^a i^ k  +  (1 ~  2ai/a)f/A;i +  Uk2/2 
+  —^ ( ( 8a +  30a2 +  14a3 — 32ax — 37 a a x +  26 a 2/a  — 4a2)t/A:
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+ ( —4 — 8 a +  2a2 +  29«i/2 +  20a i/a  — 39a2/2 a 2 +  5a2/2a)Uki 
+ ( - 4  — 9a/2 +  l3cii/2a)Uk2 ~  Ukz/2
4-(—a 2 — 2a3 4- 3aai/2)C ,/c +  (a +  2a2 — 2ai)C7;i 4" uCk2/ 2^ J
4-(4 4- 12a — 24a! — 20ai/a  +  21 a j / a 2 — 2a2/a)C4i 
+(10/3 +  6a — 6ai/a)t/*;2 +  £hc3/3  }• (4.17)
Here the quadratic forms Ckn arise from normal ordering and simulate an effective 
one-body term  as
For a given multipole, these sums can be evaluated in closed form using M athemat- 
ica. For the quadrupole and hexadecapole interactions, the first four terms needed 
in eq. (4.17) are given by
U21 — {2A\ — 3A)A,
U22 = (2 .A 2 — 24Ai +  18A)A +  (An — A2 +  7Ai)Ai +  (An — A2)2/ 12,
U23 = (2A3 -  36A2 -  18An +  240Aa -  144A)A 
+(3A2i — 3A3 + 56A2 + 16An — 194Ai)Ai/2  
+ ( 1 1 A j i  +  14AnA2 —  2bA \)l\2  +  (A3 — A2i)(A2 —  A n )/4 ,
U4 = B \
U41 = {2B1 -  1 0 5 )5 /2 ,
UA2 =  45?  +  (2B n  -  40B 1 +  20B )B  +  (B2 -  5 n -  20B1 +  1805)2/180,
U43 = (2 5 3 -  1-20B 2 -  605n  +  24805! -  4400,8)5
+ (3 5 21 -  35 3 +  2245 2 +  585u -  2 7 5 6 5 i/3 )5 i/9 ,
+ ( 8 5 2x +  1 4 5 n 5 2 — 1152)/45 +  (B 3 — 5 2i ) ( 5 2 — 5 n )/6 0 . (4.20)
C kn  = (2k +  1) £  ln(tkjlx l)2/(2l +  1), (4.18)
ji
while Ukn represent the genuine two-boson interaction
Ukn = ^2  I n{j0j'0\I0)(l0l'0\I0) I  ^ ^ \  tkjitkj'i'XjXiXj'Xi'. (4.19)
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The quadratic forms A mn and B mn in eq. (4.20) are defined as
Amn =  ^ i m/n(i0/0|20)i2j/^i^/, Bmn =  ^ 2  {j0l0\A0)UjiXjXi, (4.21)
jl jl
and correspond to various moments of the single-boson m.e. of the quadrupole and 
hexadecapole operators. Note that the zero subscripts are suppressed for conve­
nience. The quadrupole m.e. given by eqs. (4.17 - 4.20) reproduces the well known 
Casimir eigenvalues in the SU(3) limit, hence also passes the SU(3) test.
The analytic expressions presented above are already rather long. If for any 
reason, the next layer results should be required, the expressions would grow to 
pages in length, and the analytical 1 /N  calculations might not be very practical. In 
such cases, numerical evaluation of the m.e. given in eqs. (4.10, 4.16), as described 
in Appendix D, may be preferable. Although this would increase the com putation 
tim e appreciably, it has the advantage that the calculations are done exactly to all 
orders in 1/N .
V ariation after projection
The energy expression derived in Section 4.3 is rather lengthy, and in discussing 
the variational problem, it will be more convenient to express it in a compact form. 
Thus, using the param etrisation in eq. (2.17), we rewrite the ground band energy as
E9l = (4.22)
where the coefficients E nm can be read off from eqs. (4.15-4.21). For example the 
leading order is given by
Eoo = '52r1i
xf
X • X
A
X • X
C4
B
X • X
(4.23)
with A  and B  defined in eq. (4.21), and we have restored the normalisation factors 
x  • x  as a precursor to variation. The minimum of the ground energy is obtained 
from
dE gL/d x i = 0, 1 = 0 , 2 , 4 , . . . , (4.24)
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which can be solved algebraically using the ansatz
/  E  V"'
2- ^ M m  \  M2 )  
n,m
(4.25)
The use of layers again simplifies solution of the variational equations. For the 
leading order (zeroth layer), one has the usual Hartree-Bose equations
dE 00
dxi = 0,
(4.26)
Xoo
which are a system of coupled non-linear equations, and they are solved numerically 
by iteration [77]. Having determined x 0o, the first layer mean fields x 0i and Xi0 are 
then obtained by solving the respective sets of equations
dE,00
dxi
d E 00
1 dEoi
xoo+xoi/A^
dxi
N  d x t 
L d E 4
Xoo
Xoo+Xio L / N 2 N 2 dxi
(4.27)
Xoo
Upon substituting the mean fields in derivatives in eq. (4.27), the leading order 
vanishes by virtue of the Hartree-Bose eqs. (4.26), and the next order leads to sets 
of linear equations for Xoi and Xio, that can be easily solved using M athematica. 
The Hartree-Bose condition also ensures tha t when the first layer mean fields are 
substituted in the energy expression, the correction to the first layer exactly vanishes. 
As a result, they only contribute to the second and higher layers [77]. This holds in 
general for all layers. Thus for the third layer expansion considered here, one needs 
at most the second layer mean fields x 02, Xu and x 2o which are obtained from
dE,oo
dxi
d E 00 1 < 9 £ o i 1  dEo2
d x  i
X o o + X o i / A T + X 0 2  / N 2 ^  ^ X'1 X o o + X o i / N  ^  ^ Xl Xoo
d E 00 L  d E , o i 2 d E 20
d xi
x o o + x 1 0 L / ^ 2 + x 2o L 2 / N 4 N 2  ^ x o o + x i o L / N 2 N 4  d Xl
1 8 E qi L  d E 10
x q o + x q i  / N + xi qL / N 2+ x i \ L / N 3 N  d Xl x o o + X i o L / A T 2 N 2  d X l
L  d E uM
 
1«1
x o o
Xoo
Xoo+Xoi /W
(4.28)
Again these sets of linear equations can be solved using M athematica. We refrain 
from presenting these rather bulky results for the first and second layer mean fields
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here because, in the absence of analytical solutions for the zeroth layer, they are 
not very illuminating. Upon substituting eq. (4.25) into eq. (4.22), one obtains 
the variational corrections introduced by the higher order mean fields in the ground 
band energies. These lengthy analytic expressions contribute only to the second and 
higher layers and will not be shown here. All these results, together with other 1 /N  
expansion formulae, are nevertheless available in the form of a Fortran code [78]. 
Finally, if one is interested only in practical applications of the results to high- 
spin states, one can determine the minimum directly from the energy expression in 
eq. (4.22) using the numerical simplex method, and thereby avoid the complexities 
introduced by the higher order terms in the solution of the variational problem.
4.4 Single-phonon bands
Most of the high-spin data, as well as their theoretical analysis, are concentrated 
on the yrast bands (ground or two-quasiparticle). While relying solely on the yrast 
data may be tolerated for microscopic models, it could easily lead to misleading 
results in phenomenological models. For this reason, inclusion of single-phonon 
bands in the analysis of high-spin data is highly desirable in phenomenological ap­
proaches. As will be seen in the applications, there are substantial high-spin data 
for the 7-bands, which can be singled out among the single-phonon bands in this 
respect. Therefore, we consider here the 7-band as an example of a single-phonon 
band calculation. Energy expressions for the other bands can be derived in a similar 
fashion.
The 7-band intrinsic state is prescribed as
The higher order terms in eq. (4.3) are ignored since their contributions are small. 
In this trial state, the mean fields for the ground band are already established in 
Section 4.3, and those for 61 are determined from the spurious K  = 1+ band as [26],
I-b )  = b l t t9, N -  1) +  - /^ U y £ y ( 4 l)2| < ^  -  2). (4.29)
(4.30)
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Thus, only the 7-band mean fields, xi2, are to be determined by VAP. The coefficient 
£7 in eq. (4.29) follows from the orthogonality condition (L^\Lg) = 0 as
] T ( L 2 / - 2 | / 0 ) ( I 0 / 0 | / 0 ) xix12F(N -  1,7)
+ ^ J 2 xjXjixJ'Xj>1(j0j'0\l0)(jlj'l\l2)F(N -  2,7) 
j j '
= 0, (4.31)
where F  denotes the ground band normalisation in eq. (4.12) for TV — 1 and N  — 2 
bosons, and £7 is obtained from the orthogonality between the 7- and ground bands. 
W hen VAP is carried out in the SU(3) limit, all the mean fields and f7 coincide 
exactly with values prescribed in Refs. [22,23]. The expectation value of a scalar 
operator O in the 7-band (eq. (4.29)) with angular m omentum projection, is given 
by
(ÖhL =  2(N1\^ {KL) IdßsmßdL22(ß)[{Q\bN- ^ Ö e - i0L‘^ ) N-%\O)
+2£, <O]6JV- 26?C>e-*''0 i“(6t )iv- 16+|O) 
+ ^ (0 |6 A' - 26 jÖ e - '3i»(6t )JV- 2(6j)2|0>], (4.32)
where Af(<£7, L), the normalisation for the 7-band, is obtained from eq. (4.32) using 
the identity operator for O. The contribution from the orthogonality term s to the 
band energies are of the order 1/7V2, and therefore they were ignored in the original 
papers [26]. In the description of high-spin states, however, these terms make essen­
tial contributions and they have to be included in the calculations. Each contraction 
of the intrinsic boson operators in eq. (4.32) leads to projected single-boson overlaps 
of the form ximximidlmmi. The resulting Wigner d-functions are coupled to a final 
d-function to perform the ß  integral. This process leads to rather long expressions 
for the orthogonality terms. In order to reduce their size, we introduce a compact 
notation for the recoupling coefficients as follows
R 2( j m m ', Inn; I) = XjmXjm>xinxin>(jmln\Im +  n ) ( j m ' l n \ I m '  +  n'),
Inn' , kpp;  7, J ) = R 2( j m m \  Inn'; I ) xkßXkß' ( I m  + n k p \ J m  -f n -f (i) 
(7m' + n'kp' \Jm'  - fn '- f  //),
R ^ j m m ' ,  Inn ' , kpp! , k!vv'; 7, I \  J ) =  R 2( j m m I n n 1; I)R2(kfip', k'uu'; I')
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( Im  4  n l '  p +  v \Jm  4  n 4  p -f v)
(Im '  4  n!V p! 4  v \ J m !  4  n 4  p 4  v'). (4.33)
Higher recoupling coefficients (R5, R 6) are defined similarly. Using this notation, 
the reduced normalisation for the 7 -band, F^(N ,L)  — L)/(2L  4  1), can be
w ritten as
F7( iV ,i)  =  ^ ( L 2 i - 2 | / 0 ) ;
i j
x ( x% F(N  -  1, / )  +  (TV -  1) £  R 2(l‘20, m - , j ) F { N  -  2, / )
>* I l f
+ 2(- 2 £ > 2( ( '2 1 ,(0 1 ; j)F ( iV -2 ,J )
+ {N  -  2) Ä3(fcl0, fc'10, (02; l ' , j ) F ( N  -  3 ,1)
kk’W
2£?
TV-
T [ ^ f i 2( m , m ; i ) F ( ( V - 2 , 7 )
+ 2(TV - 2 ) J 2  fi3(fclO, Jfc'01,/11; l ' , j ) F ( N  -  3, / )
kk'll'
+ i(7 V -  2)(JV -  3) £  Ar'10, /01, ('01;
*  kk'k"Wl"
x F ( N  — 4 ,1) (4.34)
Eq. (4.34) expresses the 7-band normalisation in terms of the ground-band normali­
sation in eq. (4.12), and it can be evaluated to any order in 1 /N  using M athematica.
The expectation value of the number operator in the 7-band can be calculated 
similarly, giving
<*1)7.1 = F ,(N ,  L) E (jL2j  “  21 /0 )2{ 4 ^ C ( i V  -  1 ,/)
+ ( N  -  1) W / ? 2(('22, (00; j )  +  27?2(('20, (02; j ) )  F { N  -  2, / )
+(JV -  1)(JV -  2) Y .  fc'02, (00; l ' , j ) F ( N  — 3 ,1)
kk'l'
+2&  [2 £  ( ä j (/'21, (01; j )  +  f i2(('01, (21; j ) )  F(iV -  2, / )
+(7V -  2) £  (2Ä3(fc21, fc'01, (00; ( ', ; )  +  2R3(k20, fc'01, (01; /', j )
kk'l' '
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+R3(k 10, k' 10, /02; l ' , j ) \F (N  -  3 ,1)
+ (TV -  2)(TV -  3) X] R4{kl0, k' 10, /'02, ZOO; k" , j)F(TV -  4, / )
kk'k"i'i"
t 2
N  -  1
4 ] T ß 2( n i , m ; j ) F ( J V - 2 , / )  +
+2(N - 2 ) Y [ R3(kl l ,  *'11, /00; l' ,j) + 4fi3(* ll, fc'10,101;
+2R3{kl0, *'01, 111; j)  C(7V -  3, /)
+4(iV — 2)(N  — 3) £  (A,(fcll, *'10, J'01,100; k",l" , j )
kk'k"l'l" '
+fi4(*10, *'10, /'01, Z01; *", t", j ))  F(N  -  4 ,1)
+ Y  (iV — 2)(7V — 3)(JV — 4)fi5(*10, *'10,/'01,/01, /00; fc", j)
kk'k"Vl"j'j"
xF(TV — 5, 4) (4.35)
It can be easily checked that the condition, = N  is satisfied by the form
in eq. (4.35). The expectation value of a general two-body interaction in the 7-band 
is given by
(Tk■ T \ , l =  Y t U n i ^ L
(T2002 +  4 qo22)4'1(TV — 2,7)^0x (T V -1)
LTV- 2
+4$
+ (^2^0000 + 4^1-2x^2000^ F(N  — 3, 4)
+(TV — 3) -^2(^20, A/02; i)Pooo0F ( N  — 4, 4)
kk1
2 PnoiSt0F ( N - 2 , I )
N - 2
+  \ 2Xi2XilPo001 +  X{2%iP3101 + 2x;ia4'(T:>2001 +  Po02l)j F ( N  — 3 , / )  
+ (TV — 3) (-^2(^2 1 , Ar'01; T)Poooo T 24^2(^20, Ä/01; T)Pqooi
+4^2(^105 Ar'lO; T)4^ 0002 ) T(TV — 4,4)
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+ U n - Z ) ( N - 4 )  Y ,  fi3(fcl0, fc'10, i'02; k", i)PooooF(N — 5, / )
^  kk'k"i'
4f.
N  -  1
1
L N - 2
Pi m F (7V -2 , / )
+ 2  ^ ? i (-Plooi +  -Poon) +  2xtia :tP io i i^  P ( N  — 3 , 1 )
+ {N  — 3) Y ,  —Ä 2 (A :ll, A:/ l l ;  z)Poooo +  44^2(^11, k' 10; z)Poooi
kk1
-\-2R2(klO, k '01; z)(-Piooi +  T'oon) ~f /^ (^ lO , k ' l 0; z)Poioi ) F [N  — 4, 7) 
+ (N  — 3)(N  — 4) Y ,  ( ^ { k l l ,  fc'10, z'Ol; k", i)Poooo
Z . Z . / Z . / / . * /  \kk'k"i'
+2i?3(A:10, fc'10, z 01; k", z)P0ooi P (N  -  5, 7)
1
H— (4V -  3)(N  -  4)(AT -  5) Y  R*(klO, k' 10, *'01, t"01; k" , /", *) 
4 kk'k"i'i"i"
x RoooqF (N  — 6, 7) (4.36)
Here we have introduced the compact notation for the two-boson m.e.
R m 'n m n '  —  TYl J T 7 l\j7 T l  -{-  7TZ ) ( / z 7 /  72 | t / 7 2  4 ” 72 )
( J 772 - f  TTZ' z 2  — 772 — 722' 1 7 '2 )  (t7 72 +  72' Z2 — 72 — 7 2 ' | / ' 2 ) .  ( 4 . 3 7 )
The dummy summation indices j ,  j \  /, /', <7, z, 7' in P  are suppressed for convenience. 
The first term  in eq. (4.36) is the effective one-body term  tha t arises from normal 
ordering of the boson operators in the multipole interaction, and it is expressed 
using eq. (4.35).
Eqs. (4.35, 4.36) are the counterparts of eqs. (4.10, 4.16) for the ground band 
and can be input directly into M athem atica for evaluation. As one can surmise 
from a cursory comparison of the parent equations, the resulting third layer expres­
sions are pages long as shown in Appendix E. Regarding high-spin states, they are 
not as accurate as the ground band results, presumably requiring inclusion of even 
higher order terms. For these reasons, we have opted for a numerical evaluation of 
eqs. (4.35, 4.36) in the applications. Such a calculation includes all orders in 1 /A7, 
and hence provides more reliable results for the 7 -band energies.
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4.5 Double-phonon bands
In a similar fashion, one can generalise the above results to the 77-band. Here 
we choose the intrinsic state as
l?W  =  (*4)2|iV - 2 ,x ) .  (4.38)
In fact, this simple prescription greatly reduces the complexity in evaluating m atrix 
elements.
The normalisation is then given by
F.„(JV,L) = y ( L 2 j - 2 | / 0 ) a
U
x ( y  2ä 2(C22, Z22; j)F(N - 2
w
+4(JV -  2) ]T i?3(fc20, fc'02,122- l ' , j )F(N  -  3 ,1)
kk'lV
+(JV -  2)(N -3) y
kk'k"ll'l"
4, / )  j .  (4.39)
The leading term  in the 1/N expansion of the norm comes from F(N  — 2 ,/ ) ,  and 
the term  containing F(N  — 4, 7) does not contribute to the first layer results (see 
Appendix F). The expectation value of the number operator is given by
(n,)ry,L = - L) E (£ 2 j  -  2|/0}2{4 £  R2(l’22, l22;j)F(N -  2, /)  +
+2(N -  2) E  (fi3(fc22, C22, ZOO; Z', j) + 4iJ3(fc22, fc'20, Z02; Z', j)
+2fl3(fc20, fc'02, Z22; l ' , j ) )F (N  -  3 ,1)
+4(iV -  2)(N -  3) y  (R4(k22, k'20, Z'02, 700; fc", 7", j)
kk'k"l'l" '
+ fl4(fc20, C20, Z'02, Z02; fc", F(N -  4, /)
+ y  (N — 2)(N — 3)(N -  4)Rs(k20, fc'20, Z'02, j'02, ZOO; k", l", j", j)
kk'k"l'l"j'j"
x F ( N  — 5, I ) \ . (4.40)
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Due to the properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, only three term s in eq. (4.40) 
survive at the first layer expansion (see Appendix F).
Finally, we have the two-body m atrix element
(Tk ■ t *)77, =  £  ä r r r ^ Ä i ) - ^
ji '
I 4(2fc +  1) \ 3 J
+ F ^ N , L ) ^ , J kl‘ kj,,' {  I 1' k ^2(L2I' -  2|/0>2i l l '
x |-F>2222-F(j/V — 2, /)  + 2( A — 2) ^ ^ 2 (^ 2 0 0 2  +  F0022) + 2x12^^2022^ -F( A — 3, /)
+(A  — 2)(A — 3) X^ ( —R2{k22, k'22\ z)Poooo + 44^2(^22, Ä/20; i)Pooo2
kk>
-}-2R2{k20, A/02; i ){P2qo2 4- -F0022) 4~ R 2{k20, k'20; z)Fo202^  -F(A — 4, /) 
+(A  — 2)(A — 3)(A — 4) X] (R3{k22,k'20,i'02-,k",i)Poooo
kk'k"i'  '
+2443(fc20, A20, z'02; k", i)P0002)  F{N -  5, 4)
+ -(A  -  2)(A -  3)(A -  4)(A -  5) XI #4^20, Jfc#20, *'02, z"02; k", l", i)
kk'k"i'i"l"
xPooooF{N — 6, / ) | . (4.41)
Similarly, only three terms contribute to the first layer expansion of the expectation 
value of the two-body forces. Here we show the first layer 1/A  expansion results 
for the 77-band, which will be useful in the study of anharmonic effects presented 
in Chapter 5. The m atrix elements of the one-body and two-body interactions are 
given by
("l)rr,L = N x f { 1 +  ^ ( - ( a +  0 +  2ax*k/*i) + ( ä V } A - a )} ’
<T<*> • T ^ ) lltL = N 2{Uk + P ( ia U 'i  -  3aUk -  Ukl
+ { ^ ( - 2aUk + U^ f  ^
where Uj{n is defined as
I I "U
{2k + 1)
X] I n{j2j'0\I2)((l'0l2\I2)xl'Xl2 +  (/'2/0|42)x,,2z/)
j i j ’i' i
l k I (4.43)
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It is interesting to point out that the ground and 77-bands have the same leading 
order results. In fact, it is true for all other excited bands as well. To test the 
validity of eq. (4.42), one can substitute the dipole interaction (L • L) and the 
number operator into the above expressions. In such cases, the two- and one-body 
m atrix elements will be reduced to L and TV, respectively.
4.6 E 2 transitions
Description of the yrast E 2 transitions at high-spins is one of the main aims of 
this work. Therefore, a brief review of the currently available l / N  results for E 2 
m.e. and their extensions to higher orders will be presented. A comprehensive study 
of the E 2 transitions among the ground, 7 - and /Tbands was given previously [79]. 
The first layer m.e. obtained in Ref. [79] for the yrast E2 transitions appears to 
work rather well even at high-spins [60]. Inclusion of the d-boson energy leads to 
some deterioration at high-spins, which can be rectified by incorporating the higher 
order term s in the expansion.
The ground band m.e. of the quadrupole operator is given by
(L 'II Q II L) =  L[4F(N,L ' )F(N,L)]~1/2^ 2 { L M 2  -  M\L'0)
M
x J  d ß s m ß d LMO{0\bNQ . M(4.44)
where L = [2L -f l]1/2. As before, this can be reduced to the form
I Q\\L)= [ F ( J V ,  L')F(N,  I)]1/2 T  <h‘x i x I
x<iO L'0|J0)(I0;o|J0)| 3l (f J2 \ f ( N - 1 , J ) ,  (4.45)
which can be evaluated to any order using M athematica. However, because of the 
tensor nature of the E 2 operator, the resulting third layer expressions are much 
more complicated than those for the Hamiltonian. In contrast, because there is 
no variation involved, numerical evaluation of eq. (4.45) is straightforward and is 
preferred over using the lengthy algebraic forms to evaluate the results presented in 
the following section.
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4.7 Comparison with the exact results
>
<o
+
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the ground band energies obtained from the 1 / TV 
expansion with the exact diagonalisation results (circles). In (a) different lines 
refer to the second layer calculation (dotted line), the third layer (dashed line), 
and the numerical one to all orders (solid line). In (b) the lines correspond to 
the third layer results obtained with rjd = 1.5, % = 4.5 (top), ijd = 0, rjg = 4.5 
(middle), and rjd = 0, r)g = 0 (bottom).
Before applying the 1/N  expansion technique to real cases, we compare the 
expansion results with those obtained from an exact diagonalisation of the Hamil­
tonian [56]. Of necessity, the boson number is fixed at =  10. The Hamiltonian 
param eters are as in Section 2.2 (/c2 =  —20 keV, /c4 =  0, q =  0.5, rjd =  1.5, r)g =  4.5), 
except where noted. Figure 4.1 contains a comparison of the ground band energies 
normalised with L =  L(L +  1) so tha t they all have the same energy scale. In 
Figure 4.1(a), the convergence of the 1/N  results obtained with the VAP procedure 
is illustrated. The second layer 1/N  results (dotted line) rapidly diverge from the 
exact energies (circles) for spins L > 2 N , and hence are not reliable in applications
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Figure 4.2: (a) Comparison of the 7-band energies obtained from the 1/N  
expansion with the exact diagonalisation results (circles), (b) Comparison 
of the yrast E 2 transition m.e. obtained from eq. (5.2) (dashed line) with 
the exact diagonalisation results (circles). The solid line shows the numerical 
evaluation of the m.e. to all orders.
to high-spin states. The third layer results (dashed line), on the other hand, track 
the exact energies within a few percent up to the maximum spin L = 47V. Using the 
numerical technique described in Appendix D, one can evaluate the 1 /N  expansion 
to all orders (solid line) which exhibits an almost perfect agreement with the exact 
energies. This study demonstrates that the third layer 1 /N  expansion results are 
both necessary and sufficient for a reliable description of high-spin sates. In Fig­
ure 4.1(b), the effect of the one-body energies on the accuracy of the third layer 
results is demonstrated. The top line is the same as the one in Figure 4.1(a). The 
middle and bottom  lines compare the exact and 1 /N  results for rjd = 0, rjg = 4.5, 
and 77^ =  0, 77^ =  0, respectively. It is seen that the agreement for a pure quadrupole 
Hamiltonian is excellent at all spins, while the addition of g-boson energy leads to a 
few percent deviation at very high-spins. In a typical situation with d-boson energy, 
this few percent deviation starts occurring at medium high-spins.
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In Figure 4.2(a), we present a similar study for the 7-band energies. The av­
erage behaviour is well reproduced by the 1 /N  expansion results but staggering is 
underestim ated. This happens because staggering is caused mainly by band mixing 
between the ground and 7-bands which is not included in the present calculations 
(note tha t the odd-spin levels, which are not affected by band mixing, are very well 
reproduced). We have not attem pted to include band mixing effects here because 
they are strongly suppressed for the larger N  values used in deformed nuclei [79], and 
hence they can be ignored for the purposes of this work. Finally, in Figure 4.2(b), 
we compare the 1 /N  results for the yrast E 2 transition m.e. with the exact ones 
(circles). The dashed line shows the first layer result obtained from eq. (5.2) which 
is accurate to a few percent for L < 2 N , but progressively gets worse with increasing 
spin. The solid line shows the numerical evaluation of eq. (4.45), which is complete 
to all orders in 1/N.  The agreement with the exact results becomes almost perfect 
in this case, including the highest spins which are dominated by the g bosons.
CHAPTER 5
A study of high-spin states
In the following sections, we first present a brief study of the effect of the d- 
boson energy in the sd-model. These results will provide us with better insight 
in understanding the moment of inertia problem in the IBM. On the other hand, 
there have been conjectures [42,79] that inclusion of the g bosons may resolve this 
problem. Therefore, it is worth carrying out a similar study of the g boson effects in 
the sdg-IBM with a minimal extension of the Hamiltonian given by eq. (2.8). After 
that, a detailed systematic study of the sdg-IBM will be presented. This study 
involves a Hamiltonian consisting of the one-body energies and both the quadrupole 
and hexadecapole interactions. Application of the l /N  results is focused on the 
high-spin states in rare-earth and actinide nuclei as their description in the IBM has 
been a source of criticism [42] which has not been adequately addressed previously. 
To constrain the model parameters properly, both the high-spin data and the low- 
lying band structures are described simultaneously. Finally, a brief discussion on 
the applications of the analytic formulae to the study of superdeformed nuclei will 
be presented. (All the figures are shown at the end of the chapter.)
5.1 Systematic studies
The analytic formulae obtained in Chapter 4 have the advantage that one can 
easily perform systematic studies of key physical quantities and obtain useful insights 
on the effects of various parameters. In this section, we present such studies that 
shed light on the above problems and suggest more appropriate Hamiltonians for 
the description of deformed nuclei.
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To simplify the discussion, we rewrite the ground and 7 -band energies as
Egl — AgiE T Xg2L 2 +  Xg3L \  E^l = E~y +  A - f -  A72L 2 +  A73X3, (5.1)
where the coefficients An can be read from the respective energy expressions, eq. (5.1) 
is the familiar rotational expansion of the level energies used in the geometrical 
model [4]. The difference between the two models is tha t in the IBM the coeffi­
cients An follow from an underlying Hamiltonian (which is used in describing other 
properties) whereas in the geometrical model they are directly extracted from the 
data. The moment of inertia problem raised in Ref. [42] refers to the fact tha t i) 
the Ai coefficient gets a substantial contribution from the dipole interaction, L • X, 
which has no dynamical content, ii) the A2 coefficient is much smaller than the 
experimental values, and iii) the variation in Ai among different bands cannot be 
described. All three problems are in fact interrelated. Although the second can be 
resolved by renormalising the moment of inertia at high-spins (e.g. by modifying 
L L —> L- L / (1-f f  L- L) [43]), such modifications are purely kinematical in origin and 
do not address the dynamical problem. Further quantities of interest in the study 
of high-spin states are the yrast E2  transitions. For systematics, it is sufficient to 
consider the first layer l / N  expansion result which has the generic form
( L -  2 II T(E2)  II L) = e2N L (L 0  20|X -  2 0)[m! +  m 2L(L -  1)] (5.2)
where the coefficients m n are given in Ref. [79]. The first term  in eq. (5.2) gives the 
familiar rigid-rotor result. The second term  is negative and is responsible for the 
falloffs predicted in E 2 transitions.
In presenting systematics, it is convenient to use ratios which eliminate the un­
desired effects of the scale parameters n2 and N.  The energy scale can be fixed, for 
example, by fitting ac2 to the excitation energy of the 7 band, E^.
sd-m odel
Here we carry out a systematic study of the predictions for high-spin states in 
the sd-model by using the standard Hamiltonian given by eq. (2.6). Since L • L
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does not play any role in the dynamics of the system, its effect will not be discussed 
further (it can be easily restored by changing A5l to A5i -f k')- In Figure 5.1(a) - (d), 
four such quantities as a function of q = x/XsU3 f°r various values of rjd = £d /N /c are 
shown. We comment on their behaviour and contrast them  with the experimental 
data below.
(a) E^/N X g i ‘. This ratio relates the energy scales of the 7 and ground bands, and 
its mismatch with experiment has been a source of criticism [42]. It is around 4-5 
in the rare-earth region and increases to 8 - 10 in the actinides. The SU(3) limit 
(q = 0, r]d = 0) is seen to give the maximum value which overestimates the experi­
m ental values by a factor of 2 - 4. It decreases rapidly with £d and q though, and 
through a judicious use of these parameters, it should be possible to describe this 
ratio (and hence the moment of inertia) without using the L • L term .
(b) N 2Xg2/ \ g\: This ratio measures the deviation from the rigid rotor behaviour 
(SU(3) limit) due to the loss of pairing. It ranges from about —0.2 in the rare-earth 
region to —0.1 in the actinides. Clearly, it cannot be explained by the standard 
sd-IBM Hamiltonians currently in use for deformed nuclei which assume rjd = 0, 
q ~  0.4 — 0.5. However, it is quite sensitive to  r]d values and the experim ental range 
can be easily attained by including the d-boson energy in the Hamiltonian.
(c) N 4 Xg^/Xgi: There is some uncertainty in the extraction of this ratio from data, 
especially in the rare-earth region. In the actinides, it is about 0.01. It depicts even 
more sensitivity to both q and rjd-, and therefore its description should not pose any 
problems.
(d) A/2m 2/m i: As there is no boson cutoff effect, experimentally this ratio is consis­
tent with zero. For rjd =  0, it remains rather flat at the SU(3) value which gives the 
maximum possible effect. Introduction of the one-body energy, however, reduces it 
substantially, becoming more in line with experiments.
According to the above results, the d-boson energy plays a significant role in 
altering the moment of inertia of the ground band, although for small values (rjd ~  
1), its effect on low-lying states is negligible and it is not really needed in their 
description [80]. The above analysis indicates tha t breaking of the SU(3) limit by
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either the pairing interaction [42] or by varying the y param eter [16] does not lead 
to a soft enough energy surface which is the main reason for the perceived moment 
of inertia problem in the sd-IBM. The obvious way towards a softer energy surface is 
to include the d-boson energy in the Hamiltonian which is seen to vastly improve the 
description of the spin-dependent terms in the ground energies and E 2 transitions.
sdg-IBM
The problem of the missing moment of inertia at first was interpreted as due to 
the insufficient collectivity of the sd-boson system. One of the obvious solution is 
to introduce the g-boson degree of freedom into the system. It will be interesting 
to see how much the g boson can help in solving the moment of inertia problem. In 
the following, we study the g-boson effects by using (i) a minimal sdg-Hamiltonian 
(eq. (2.8)) and (ii) a more general Hamiltonian (eq. (2.9)), consisting of the d-boson 
energy and the hexadecapole interaction.
Case (i): Effect of the g bosons in a minimal sdg-Hamiltonian
The minimal sd (/-Hamilton! an used in this study, consists of the quadrupole in­
teraction and the g-boson energy as shown in eq. (2.8). The dipole interaction is 
deliberately om itted for the reason mentioned earlier. In order to limit the number 
of parameters, we choose the ((/, q, q) param etrisation defined in Section 2.2. In Fig­
ure 5.2, we plot the same ratios that were presented in Figure 5.1 as a function of q 
for various values of qg = eg/N n .  Before commenting on specific ratios, we point out 
some general features. For large 7/5, the g bosons decouple and the results converge 
to those of the sd-model shown in Figure 5.1. This convergence is apparent from 
the overlap of lines in Figures 5.2(a) - (b) but requires even larger values of qg in 
the case of Figure 5.2(c) - (d). It is harder to pin down realistic values for qg due 
to lack of data, nevertheless, we quote the literature values for comparison which 
range from 3 - 6 .
(a) E-y/NXgi : The inclusion of g bosons increases this ratio which is contrary to 
the experimental trend. However, for realistic qg values, this adverse change is too
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small to worry about.
(b) N 2X g i/ \gi ’. This ratio also increases (in absolute value) which is good but again 
too small for realistic T]g values to have any impact.
(c) N A\ g2, l \ g \ ‘. This ratio shows some sensitivity to the g bosons, however, it is 
nowhere near the effect of r)d in Figure 5.1(c), and therefore not likely to have much 
relevance.
(d) N 2nri2 lmp. The boson cutoff was the original reason for the introduction of g 
bosons and it is clear from this figure why. In the SU(3) lim it, this ratio is reduced 
by a factor of 4 compared to the sd-IBM. Its q and qg dependence, however, is op­
posite to tha t of Figure 5.1(d), and things get worse away from the SU(3) limit. For 
realistic parameters, the reduction from the sd-IBM result (with rjd = 0) is less than 
40% which is certainly not enough, and one needs the d-boson energy to reduce it 
further.
The somewhat surprising conclusion of the above systematic study is tha t intro­
duction of the g bosons, though necessary to describe states with L > 2 N , hardly 
improves the dynamics of the boson system. The problems a ttributed  to the sd-IBM 
are, in fact, due to not having a soft enough energy surface and can only be resolved 
by including the d-boson energy in the Hamiltonian (and not solely by introduction 
of g bosons).
Case (ii): Systematic study for a general .sdg-Hamiltonian
The above study indicates that, the minimal sdg-IBM Hamiltonian is inadequate 
and inclusion of the d-boson energy and hexadecapole interaction appears to be 
necessary to improve the situation in regard to the spin dependence of the moment 
of inertia and yrast ~B(E2) values. In addition, the description of excited bands 
appears to require the hexadecapole interaction. Since the g-boson energy has a 
negligible dynamical effect, it is not varied but fixed at qg = 4.5 in this study. 
Similar to the above, we discuss five ratios as a function of q for various values of 
(i) 7 = Sd/NK.2  and (ii) (4 =  /c4/ k2. The param eter q is varied from 0 - 1  which 
covers the whole range of the quadrupole operator from the 7-unstable to the SU(3)
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limit, ijd is varied from 0 - 2 in 10 equal steps, and from 0 - 0.5 in 5 equal steps, 
which cover the range of values used in the applications. Negative values of (4 on 
the whole are found to have an adverse elfect and hence are not considered. In the 
rjd systematics study, (4 =  0 is used as its precise value does not have much influence 
on the results. In the £4 study, however, the choice of r]d does have an im pact, and 
we adopt r)d = 1.5 which is the average value used in the applications which will 
be presented later. Below, we comment on the behaviour of each ratio and contrast 
them  with the experimental data. For reference, we note tha t q assumes values 
around ~  0.5 in the rare-earth nuclei and ~  0.7 in the actinides.
1) E^y/NXgi (Figure 5.3): This ratio decreases with rjd (Figure 5.3(a)), indicating 
tha t the d-boson energy has similar effect on both the sd- and sdg-models. Fig­
ure 5.3(b) contains a similar study of the effect of the hexadecapole interaction 
which is seen to be going in the right direction of reducing this ratio, but is too 
small to have any impact.
2) N 2\g 2 l \ g\ (Figure 5.4(a), (b)): The d-boson energy has the effect of softening 
the rigid rotor. The minimal sdg-Hamiltonian (with rjd =  0, n4 =  0), gives values an 
order of m agnitude smaller (Figure 5.4(a)) and hence fails to  account for the spin 
dependence of moment of inertia as first pointed out in Ref. [42]. In Figure 5.4(b), 
the hexadecapole interaction is seen to have a coherent effect in further reducing 
this ratio away from the rigid rotor limit.
3) N 2\ l2/X-yi (Figure 5.4(c), (d)): An identical study for the 7 band indicates 
broadly similar but somewhat larger effects of the d-boson energy on the behaviour of 
7 band moment of inertia (Figure 5.4(c)). A softer moment of inertia in the 7 band is 
in line with data in most deformed nuclei though there are a few exceptions as will be 
seen in the specified applications to be discussed. The hexadecapole interaction has 
an opposite effect (Figure 5.4(d)) which reduces the difference between the ground 
and 7 band moment of inertia caused by the d-boson energy.
4) A7i /A5i (Figure 5.5(a), (b)): This ratio compares the moment of inertia of 
ground and 7-bands. It fluctuates within a band of ±10% across the deformed nuclei. 
The earlier IBM calculations gave results near one and could not accommodate
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such fluctuations. In Figure 5.5(a) - (b), it is shown that inclusion of the d-boson 
energy can increase this ratio by up to 20 - 30%, while the hexadecapole interaction 
can reduce it significantly (up to 20 - 30%) thereby covering the whole range of 
fluctuations.
5) A^ 2m 2/m i (Figure 5.5(c), (d)): From Figure 5.5(c), it is clear tha t the d-boson 
energy plays an im portant role in reducing the boson cutoff effect on the yrast B(E2)  
values. The effect of the hexadecapole interaction on this ratio (Figure 5.5(d)) is 
similar to tha t displayed in Figure 5.4(b). It is positive but comparatively too small 
to make a difference.
Another ratio, namely, N^Xg^/Xgi  is also of interest especially at very high-spins 
(L = 20 — 30) where the cubic term  in eq. (5.1) plays an im portant role [55]. It 
exhibits a similar dependence on ijd and £4 as N 2Xg2 /Xgi as shown in Figure 5.4(a)
- (b) and so is not discussed further.
The d-boson energy has been neglected in most studies of deformed nuclei, pre­
sumably due to the success of the CQF (variable x, £d =  0) in explaining the energy 
and E2  transition systematics of low-lying states [16]. In fact, for small values 
(r)d ~  1), its effect on low-lying states is negligible and it is not really needed in 
their description [80]. The CQF, however, basically leads to a rigid moment of 
inertia and cannot explain either the known spin dependence or variation among 
different bands of tha t quantity. The obvious way to have a softer energy surface is 
to include the d-boson energy in the Hamiltonian which is seen to vastly improve 
the description of the spin-dependent terms in the level energies and E 2 transitions. 
The hexadecapole interaction performs a similar function but has a much smaller 
effect, nevertheless, there are variations in the moment of inertia which could not 
be reproduced without the hexadecapole interaction.
5.2 Applications to deformed nuclei
In the light of the systematic trends discussed above, we carry out fits to the rare- 
earth  nuclei 15 8 ~ 1 6 2 D y 5 164-168^ i 6 8 - i 76 y ]3 5 1 7 0 - 1 / 8 j j f  and ^he actinides 228- 232Th,
234-238fJ [62]. The isotopes chosen are all well deformed rotors with energy ratio
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E4/ E 2 close to 3.3. We have excluded those exhibiting backbending as their proper 
description requires inclusion of two-quasiparticle states in the model space. While 
we mainly focus on the description of high-spin states, which has not been done 
before, we also consider a selected set of low-lying bands. This is im portant in 
properly constraining the model parameters so tha t the results obtained are valid 
in a broader sense and not just for a small subset of observables. The sdg-IBM 
param eters used in the fits are listed in Table 5.1. Each param eter is particularly 
sensitive to a certain set of observables which simplifies the fitting process. For 
example, q is determined from interband E 2 transitions, r)d from the spin dependence 
of the moment of inertia and E7 (cf. Figures 5.3, 5.4(a) - (b)), qg from E3+, E4+, 
(4 from the moment of inertia variation (cf. Figure 5.5), and finally k2 from the 
overall energy scale of the spectrum. The param eters are either constant in a given 
isotope chain or change smoothly in accordance with the vibration-rotation shape 
transition, e.g., rjd decreases with increasing N  as the nuclei considered become more 
rotational.
The representative observables chosen to describe the low-lying band structure 
are the band excitation energies Eg, E7, E3+, E4+ (Table 5.2), the interband E 2 
m.e. for —» 05 transitions (Table 5.2), and the E 4 m.e. for 47j3+)4+ —> 05
transitions (Table 5.4). Note tha t the E 4 m.e. are normalised with the ground 
transition, so tha t an effective E 4 charge is not needed in Table 5.1. W ith a few 
exceptions to be discussed below, the general trends of the ß  and 7 band systematics 
are well reproduced by the calculations. The sudden fluctuations seen in some of 
the band-head energies (Table 5.2) can be accommodated by a careful tuning of the 
param eters. Since our aim here is to delineate the systematic features of high-spin 
states, rather than to obtain refined fits to individual nuclei, we have not attem pted 
such an improvement. Description of interband E 2 transitions is one of the strong 
points of the IBM, and as can be seen from Table 5.2, they are very well reproduced 
using almost constant q values. The parameters in the E i  operator are determined 
from the conditions in eq. (2.16), hence the E i  m.e. ratios presented in Table 5.4 
are param eter free predictions of the model. Again the overall agreement with the
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Table 5.1: Parameters used in the sdg-IBM calculations. « 2  is in keV and e2 in eb.
Nucleus N «2 (4 q Id e 2
158Dy 13 19.8 0.30 0.50 1.90 5.0 0.13
160Dy 14 19.9 0.30 0.50 1.77 4.6 0.13
162Dy 15 19.3 0.35 0.50 1.60 4.5 0.13
164 Er 14 2 2 . 0 0.40 0.50 1.50 5.0 0.14
166 Er 15 2 1 . 2 0.40 0.50 1.42 4.7 0.13
168Er 16 23.1 0.40 0.50 1 . 2 2 4.6 0.13
168Yb 14 19.7 0.35 0.50 1 . 6 8 5.0 0.14
170Yb 15 2 0 . 6 0.35 0.50 1.63 4.7 0.13
172Yb 16 20.5 0.25 0.60 1.78 5.0 0.13
174Yb 17 2 2 . 2 0.25 0.60 1 . 6 6 4.1 0 . 1 2
176Yb 16 2 0 . 1 0.35 0.60 1.83 5.3 0 . 1 2
170Hf 13 19.1 0 . 1 0 0.50 2.04 4.9 0.14
172Hf 14 19.5 0 . 1 0 0.50 1.99 4.5 0.13
174Hf 15 20.7 0 . 1 0 0.50 1.91 4.1 0.13
176Hf 16 2 2 . 0 0 . 1 0 0.50 1.80 3.5 0.13
178Hf 15 2 1 . 8 0 . 1 0 0.50 1.83 4.1 0.13
228Th 1 0 19.7 0.30 0 . 6 8 1.60 3.0 0 . 2 0
2 3 °T h 11 15.5 0.40 0 . 6 8 1.59 4.4 0 . 2 0
232Th 1 2 14.6 0.40 0 . 6 8 1.58 4.4 0 . 2 0
234U 13 14.9 0 . 2 0 0.70 1.62 3.5 0.18
236 14 16.4 0 . 2 0 0.70 1.57 3.2 0.17
238 j j 15 17.7 0 . 2 0 0.70 1.56 2 . 8 0.17
data  is reasonable which gives confidence on the choice of the E \  operator. The 
quality of agreement obtained in Tables 5.2 - 5.4 indicates tha t the lim ited set of 
sdg-IBM param eters (Table 5.1) can describe the basic features of the low-lying 
bands in deformed nuclei.
In the study of high-spin states, we include the level energies for the ground 
and 7  bands, and the yrast E 2 transitions for each set of isotopes (Figures 5.6 - 
5.17). We first comment on their general features. In all cases, the moment of 
inertia strongly deviates from the rigid rotor behaviour which would be represented 
by a horizontal line in the figures. Further, this deviation is not linear but curves 
up with increasing spin underscoring the importance of the cubic term  in eq. (5.1).
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Table 5.2: Comparison of the ß, 7, and K  = 3+ ,4+ (single-phonon) band 
energies (in keV) with the sdg-IBM calculations in the and actinide regions. 
The data are from the most recent Nucl. Data Sheets for each nucleus.
3 E 3 + E 4+
Nucleus Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp.
158Dy 916 991 965 946 1461 - 1935 1895
160Dy 1204 1275 998 966 1512 - 2085 -
162Dy 1284 1205 1048 888 1617 - 2201 1536
164Er 1233 1246 1145 860 1634 1702 2003 -
166Er 1275 1460 1138 786 1704 - 2376 -
]68Er 1590 1217 1345 821 1892 1654 2483 2238
168Yb 1085 1156 1028 984 1470 1452 1706 -
170Yb 1218 1069 1138 1145 1501 - 1857 1408
172Yb 1345 1043 1385 1466 1799 1663 2403 2073
174Yb 1589 1487 1554 1634 1810 - 2545 -
176Yb 1329 1779 1324 1261 1685 - 2407 -
170Hf 868 880 985 961 1482 - 1528 -
172Hf 982 871 1016 1075 1530 - 1604 -
I74Hf 1108 827 1137 1227 1547 1303 1669 -
176Hf 1298 1150 1278 1341 1671 1578 1840 -
178Hf 1231 1199 1202 1175 1710 1728 1809 1848
228Th 791 832 846 969 1082 - 1458 -
230T h 734 635 792 781 1004 - 1519 -
232Th 769 730 813 785 1041 - 1574 -
234U 825 809 871 927 1253 1496 1566 1723
236 pj 986 919 1002 958 1325 - 1799 -
238 pj 1080 993 1086 1060 1328 1059 1965 -
Note tha t because of the ample data available, these features are most clear in the 
ground bands and to a lesser extent in the 7 bands. The yrast E 2 m.e., on the other 
hand, follow closely the rigid rotor values with no sign of a boson cutoff effect. As 
emphasised in Section 2.2, these properties can be explained in the IBM by including 
the d-boson energy in the Hamiltonian. Below we comment on the specific features 
of each isotope chain.
1) 158-162Dy (Figures 5.6, 5.8(Left)): Among the deformed nuclei considered in 
this work, 158Dy, together with 170Hf, exhibit the largest changes in moment of in-
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Table 5.3: A comparison of the interband E 2 transitions (in eb) with the sdg- 
IBM calculations in the rare-earth and actinide regions. The data are from 
the most recent Nucl. Data Sheets for each nucleus.
Nucleus
(2 ß ||r(i?2 )||0 ä> (27 ||T (£ 2 ) ||0 ä)
Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp.
158Dy 0.21 0.23 ±  0.02 0.41 0.39 ±  0.04
160Dy 0.19 - 0.34 0.27 ±  0.04
162Dy 0.17 - 0.35 0.35 ±  0.02
164Er 0.17 - 0.34 0.37 ±  0.02
166Er 0.16 - 0.41 0.39 ±  0.02
168Er 0.15 <0.03 0.34 0.36 ±  0.01
168Yb 0.20 0.22 ±  0.01 0.35 0.36 ±  0.04
170Yb 0.19 0.17 ±  0.02 0.32 0.28 ±  0.03
172Yb 0.16 0.09 ±  0.01 0.26 0.21 ±  0.03
174Yb 0.14 - 0.24 0.22 ±  0.03
176Yb 0.14 - 0.27 0.23 ±  0.03
170Hf 0.23 - 0.36 -
172Hf 0.19 - 0.31 -
174Hf 0.20 - 0.33 0.37 ±  0.04
176Hf 0.18 0.21 ±  0.02 0.34 0.35 ±  0.01
178Hf 0.21 - 0.32 0.34 ±  0.02
228Th 0.18 - 0.28 -
230Th 0.20 0.21 ±  0.05 0.34 0.35 ±  0.06
232Th 0.23 0.31 ±  0.07 0.38 0.36 ±  0.04
234U 0.21 <0.24 0.32 0.35 ±  0.04
236 0.20 - 0.30 -
238 u 0.19 0.23 ±  0.03 0.31 0.36 ±  0.04
ertia. These nuclei have the lowest boson numbers among the rare-earth set and 
are clearly influenced by the vibration-rotation phase transition as indicated by the 
larger rjd values used. The ground band energies (Figure 5.6(Left)) are well described 
with relative errors of about 1-2%. The trend in 7  band energies (Figure 5.6(Right)) 
is similarly reproduced (note the different scales in Figure 5.6(Left) - (Right)). The 
slight overprediction of energies here can be improved by fine tuning the hexade- 
capole interaction (cf. Figure 5.5(b)). The yrast E2  m.e. have been a sore point in 
applications of the sd-IBM to high-spin states due to the boson cutoff. For example,
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Table 5.4: A comparison of the interband E4 transitions, normalised to inband 
ones, with the sdg-IBM calculations in the rare-earth and actinide regions. 
The data are from the most recent Nucl. Data Sheets for each nucleus.
Nucleus
<47||T(E4)||0,>
<4g||T(£4)||0g>
<43+|rr(^4)||0s>
<4g|jT(£4)||0g>
<44+||T(ivl)||0g>
<4g||T(E4)||0g>
Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp. Cal. Exp.
158Dy 0.49 0.56 ±  0.44 1.14 - 0.32 -
160Dy 0.50 0.63 ±  0.24 1.08 - 0.27 -
162Dy 0.37 - 1.06 - 0.28 -
164 Er 0.44 - 1.05 - 0.23 -
I66Er 0.53 - 1.00 - 0.18 -
168 Er 0.46 1.32 ±  0.72 0.95 0.60 ±  0.33 0.15 0.25 ±  0.15
168Yb 0.50 - 0.95 - 0.20 -
170Yb 0.60 - 0.89 - 0.14 -
172Yb 0.53 0.20 ±  0.19 0.82 0.69 ±  0.57 0.09 -
172Yb 0.36 0.20 ±  0.19 0.78 0.69 ±  0.57 0.16 -
174Yb 0.44 - 0.73 0.54 ±  0.29 0.11 -
176Yb 0.37 - 0.81 - 0.17 -
170Hf 0.44 - 1.17 - 0.43 -
172Hf 0.45 - 1.12 - 0.38 -
174Hf 0.50 - 1.04 - 0.28 -
176Hf 0.44 - 1.01 - 0.28 -
178Hf 0.43 - 1.08 - 0.34 -
228Th 0.55 - 0.62 - 0.02 -
230Th 0.44 - 0.71 - 0.07 -
232Th 0.48 - 0.68 - 0.05 -
234U 0.48 - 0.61 - 0.02 -
238-y 0.50 - 0.58 - 0.02 -
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in 158Dy, the sd-IBM would predict band term ination at L = 26 which is not seen in 
the data (Figure 5.8(Left)). This problem has been resolved in the present sdg-IBM 
calculations which account for the yrast E 2 data very well (Figure 5.8(Left)). A side 
remark for 162Dy is tha t the band excitation energies in this nucleus do not follow 
the trend of 158~160P)y (Table 5.2), hence it requires individual attention for a better 
description.
2) 164- 168Er (Figures 5.7, 5.8(Right)): The Er isotopes, and in particular 168Er, 
are the exceptional cases mentioned above for which a consistent description of the 
data  could not be obtained with our limited set of parameters. While the spin 
dependence of the ground and 7 band moment of inertia (Figure 5.7) and the E2 
m.e. (Figure 5.8(Right), Table 5.2) are well described, the band excitation energies 
are overpredicted (Table 5.2) and the E 4 m.e. are rather poor (Table 5.4). The 
problem stems from the fact that, among all the deformed nuclei considered in this 
study, the Er isotopes have the lowest lying 7 bands and the most rigid moment of 
inertia. As seen from Figure 5.4, these two quantities are correlated in the present 
param etrisation, so tha t a lower 7 band obliges a softer moment of inertia (cf. 
Figure 5.4). Thus a proper description of the Er isotopes requires extension of the 
Hamiltonian (eq. (2.9)), and/or relaxation of the constraints on the quadrupole and 
hexadecapole parameters. For example, in a detailed study of 168Er in the sdg- 
IBM [51], 14 parameters were employed. Here we will be content with exposing the 
exceptional nature of the Er isotopes and leave their detailed investigation for future 
work.
3) 168“ 176Yb (Figures 5.9 - 5.11): The Yb isotopes are uniformly well described 
and require little comment. In contrast to Er, the 7 band energies in the Yb isotopes 
are higher in the spectra, which are well correlated with their relatively stiff moment 
of inertia (Figure 5.9). One point worthwhile to make is tha t the 7 band moment of 
inertia is larger than tha t of the ground band; a fact which could not be explained 
without the hexadecapole interaction.
4) 17° - 178Hf (Figures 5.12 - 5.14): In the Hf isotopes, the 7 band comes down but 
the moment of inertia is softer, and hence the correlation between the two quantities
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is preserved (Figure 5.12). The staggering observed in the 7 bands (Figure 5.13) 
requires inclusion of band mixing effects for a better description. Otherwise the data 
are well reproduced by the calculations.
5) 228~232Th (Figures 5.15, 5.17(Left)): Although boson numbers are relatively 
low in the actinide nuclei considered here, they exhibit characteristics of well de­
formed nuclei. The moments of inertia in actinides are typically twice as large as 
those in rare-earths so requiring smaller K2 values in analyses. The high-spin data 
are scarce in 228- 230Th but in 232Th, where data up to spin L = 30 are available, an 
excellent description is obtained. One interesting feature of the 7 band moment of 
inertia in 232Th is that it is larger and stiffer compared to the ground band. Both of 
these features require a large contribution from a hexadecapole interaction for their 
explanation.
6) 234_238U (Figures 5.16, 5.17(Right)): The most extensive high-spin data are 
available for the yrast bands in the U isotopes and that data are well described by 
the present calculations. The yrast E 2 m.e. in the U isotopes (and 232Th) were 
measured to check the boson cutoff predictions of the sd-IBM, i.e. E2 m.e. vanish 
at L = 2N. As seen in Figure 5.17(Right), the E2 data show no sign of falloff. 
This provides one of the strongest motivations for inclusion of the g bosons in the 
IBM. At the highest spins, the sdg-IBM calculations appear to underpredict the E 2 
measurements. That is not due to any boson cutoff effect but rather to deviation 
of the data from the rigid rotor values. That is, most models would have difficulty 
in explaining these E 2 transition m.e. which are larger than the rigid rotor values 
(see, for example, [81]).
5.3 Applications to superdeformed nuclei
The analytic expressions derived for energies and E2 transitions will be useful 
in the study of high-spin states in both normal and superdeformed nuclei. Here, we 
present an application of the l / N  expansion formalism to superdeformation which is 
more topical and harder to be treated by numerical diagonalisation. In super IBM, 
as proposed by Otsuka and Honma [52-54], normal bosons are supplemented with
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superdeformed bosons which correspond to the Cooper-pairs in the superdeformed 
potential. The number of superdeformed bosons, N super is typically around 30-40, 
and because of large deformation, g boson effects are im portant. Thus, the super 
IBM offers a fertile ground for the application of the l / N  expansion. We use the 
energy formula given in eq. (4.17) to describe the superdeformed bands in the Hg 
isotopes. The dynamic moments of inertia, J ^ 2\  which result from the quadrupole 
Hamiltonian are shown in Figure 5.18. The three quadrupole param eters g22 , <?24, <?44 
are scaled from their SU(3) values with a single factor q as in deformed nuclei. N super 
is determined from microscopic calculations [52-54] and k and q are fitted to the 
experimental data. A good description of experimental values of J ^  (circles) is 
obtained. We note tha t the SU(3) limit corresponds to a rigid rotor and would give 
a flat line for J ' 2\  This happens because in the SU(3) lim it, the mean fields xi are 
constant (independent of L), and the structure does not change with rotation. In 
reality, one expects a gradual change in due to the loss of pairing. The above 
study shows that this can be simulated by the breaking of the SU(3) symmetry 
which results in migration of the mean fields from s to d, and to g bosons with 
increasing spin. The q values obtained in the above fits indicate th a t this breaking 
is around 30%. It has been suggested that the identical band phenomenon may 
be due to an underlying symmetry [82,83]. It would be of interest to pursue this 
suggestion by extending the present calculations to study other bands and also to 
predict the spectra properties of odd nuclei.
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Figure 5.1: A sytematic study of moment of inertia (a), its spin dependence 
(b),(c), and the boson cutoff effect on E 2 transitions (d) in the sd-IBM. The 
quadrupole parameter q is normalised to 1 in the SU(3) limit, and the d-boson 
energy parameter rjd = £d/Nk is varied from 0-2 in 10 equal steps.
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Figure 5.2: A sytematic study of the spin dependence of moment of inertia 
(a), its spin dependence (b),(c), and the boson cutoff effect on E 2 transitions 
(d) in the sdg-IBM. The quadrupole parameters (722, <724 > <744 are scaled from 
their SU(3) values with a single factor q, and the (/-boson energy parameter 
T)g = £g/ N k is varied from 0 - 10 in 20 equal steps.
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Figure 5.3: The effect of the d-boson energy (a) and the hexadecapole inter­
action (b) on the ratio E^/N Xgi which relates the energy scales of the 7 and 
ground bands.
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Figure 5.4: The effects of the d-boson energy and the hexadecapole interac­
tions on the deviation of the moment of inertia from the rigid rotor behaviour 
in the ground band (a),(b) and 7-band (c),(d).
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Figure 5.5: The effects of the d-boson energy and the hexadecapole inter­
actions on the ratio A7i /A5i (a),(b) and N 2m 2 /m i  (c),(d). The quantity 
N 21712/1711 measures the boson cutoff effect.
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated (solid 
lines) energies of the ground band (left) and 7 -band (right) in 156~160Dy. The 
scaled energies are in units of keV and the data are from Refs. [84-86].
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Figure 5.7: A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated (solid 
lines) energies of the ground band (left) and 7-band (right) in 164~168Er> The 
scaled energies are in units of keV and the data are from Refs. [87-89].
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Figure 5.8: (Left) A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated 
(solid lines) yrast E2 transitions in 156-160Dy. The data are from Refs. [84-86]. 
(Right) Same as the left but in 164- 168Er . The data are from Refs. [87-89].
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Figure 5.9: A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated (solid 
lines) energies of the ground band in 168~176Yb. The scaled energies are in 
units of keV and the data are from Refs. [89-93].
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Figure 5.10: A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated (solid 
lines) energies of the 7 -band in 168~176Yb. The scaled energies are in units of 
keV and the data are from Refs. [89-93].
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Figure 5.11: (Left) A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated 
(solid lines) yrast E2 transitions in 168~176Yb. The data are from Refs. [89— 
93].
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Figure 5.12: A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated (solid 
lines) energies of the ground band in 170-178Yb. The scaled energies are in 
units of keV and the data are from Refs. [90-94].
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Figure 5.13: A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated (solid 
lines) energies of the 7-band in 170- 178Yb. The scaled energies are in units of 
keV and the data are from Refs. [90-94].
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Figure 5.14: (Left) A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated 
(solid lines) yrast E2 transitions in 170-1'8Hf. The data are from Refs. [90-94].
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Figure 5.15: A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated (solid 
lines) energies of the ground band (left) and 7 -band (right) in 228- 232Xh. The 
scaled energies are in units of keV and the data are from Refs. [95-97].
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Figure 5.16: A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated (solid 
lines) energies of the ground band (left) and 7-band (right) in 234~238u. The 
scaled energies are in units of keV and the data are from Refs. [97-99].
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Figure 5.17: (Left) A comparison of the experimental (circles) and calculated 
(solid lines) yrast E2 transitions in 228“232Th. The data are from Refs. [84-86]. 
(Right) Same as the left but in 234“238u . The data are from Refs. [97-99].
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Figure 5.18: A comparison of the experimental dynamic moment of inertia 
in 19° - 194Hg (circles) with the super IBM calculations (solid lines). The data 
are from Ref. [100]. The parameters used in the fits are Nsuper = 29,30,31, 
k = -3 5 ,-3 4 ,-3 3  keV, q = 0.68,0.72,0.72 for 19° -192- 194Hg, respectively.
CHAPTER 6
Triaxiality and anharmonicity
6.1 Overview
In the geometrical model, collective excitations of atomic nuclei have been in­
terpreted as vibrational and rotational motions of a liquid drop. The vibrational 
degrees of freedom in both deformed and spherical nuclei are described by phonon 
excitations. In the spherical limit, the model exhibits harmonic vibrational mo­
tion with an excitation spectrum consisting of equally spaced degenerate phonon 
multiplets. Although exact harmonic phonon excitations have never been observed, 
there are numerous examples of nuclei exhibiting near-harmonic or anharmonic vi­
brational motion. In fact, multi-phonon vibrational excitations are known to be well 
established in near-spherical regions. In deformed regions, nuclei usually possess a 
well developed ground state rotational band as well as low lying single-phonon bands 
such as the ß and 7, which can be interpreted as being built on collective quadrupole 
surface vibrational states. In addition to the single-phonon bands, one would antic­
ipate the existence of collective two-phonon vibrations consisting of the type 77, ßß  
and /?7. However, the experimental knowledge of such states is scarce, and in some 
cases, there is ambiguity in and controversy over their assignments. A central ques­
tion stems from the anharmonicity exhibited by most of the proposed candidates in 
which the y ratio ranges from 1.5 to 2.5 [101,102]. The experimental signa­
ture offered for the 77-bands, the B(.E2;4+y —> 2+)/B(jE2;2+ —* 0+) ratios, can be 
explained by both the 77-phonon and the hexadecapole-phonon descriptions [32]. 
Thus, the B(E2) values alone do not provide a sensitive means of distinguishing
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between the two interpretations. In regard to the E4 strength [66], single-nucleon- 
transfer reactions, /Tdecay studies and inelastic scattering experiments, Burke [32] 
argues tha t the 77-interpretation is actually in serious conflict with the data. He 
emphasises tha t the hexadecapole description can give an accurate account for the 
experimental results. As a result, there have been claims that the 4+ bands are 
predominantly hexadecapole vibrations.
To address the above issue, one needs a model which can accommodate both the 
hexadecapole and quadrupole degrees of freedom on an equal footing. The sd-IBM 
certainly fails for this purpose as the hexadecapole degree of freedom is not included 
in the model space explicitly. Thus, there is an obvious need for the inclusion of g 
bosons to study this problem. Recently, there is a clue offered by the geometrical 
model calculations [42], suggesting tha t anharmonicity could result from a potential 
with static 7-deformation. It will be interesting to see if there is a similar linkage 
between triaxiality and anharmonicity within the framework of the sdg-IBM.
As seen from Chapter 5, the Hamiltonian with a ^-scaled quadrupole interaction 
and a coherent hexadecapole interaction has been found very useful in the descrip­
tion of high-spin states in deformed nuclei. It is worth investigating how much 
triaxiality and anharmonicity can be generated by this choice of param etrisation. 
In the following sections, we will first present the energy surfaces for various m ulti­
pole interactions, and then discuss the 7-degree of freedom in the sdg-IBM. Finally, 
by using the Hamiltonian prescribed in Section 2.2, the possibility of generating 
stable 7-deformation and large anharmonic effects is explored.
6.2 Energy surfaces
The energy surface of a boson system described by a general IBM Hamiltonian 
with one- and two- body interactions is given by
£ (V ,x )  =  (N,x\Hx)/(JV,x|jV, x), ( 6. 1)
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By manipulating the boson algebra, the m atrix element can be evaluated as [25]
e (n ,x) = ~  e  ^  + E** {n{n«7 1} EC-1)"^ - -/.) + 5 E <*#).
( 6.2)
where ßi is the deformation param eter associated with the /th pole as ß f = ^2m x lmi 
and Af  is the normalisation, J\f =  Y7i ß f  • The quadratic forms A(fc, //) correspond to 
the expectation value of the spherical tensor operator in the state \N = l , x ) ,  
and are given by
A(k, /i) =  ^ 2  (jmlm'\k[i)tkjixjrnxim'' (6.3)
jm lm '
It should be noted that, due to the symmetry in the intrinsic frame, m  and m' take 
only even integer values. Finally, Cki represents the effective one-body term s result­
ing from the contraction of two-body interactions, Cki =  [(2k +  1)/(2/ +  1)] J2j tIji• 
Such terms can be incorporated into the single-boson energies, and hence the renor­
malised single boson energies can be w ritten as e\ = £/ +  Y,k ^k^ki- The functional 
dependence of the one-body terms makes it obvious tha t the resulting energy sur­
face is axially symmetric. Hence, the one-body interactions do not exhibit any 
7-dependence. Similarly, the two-body monopole interaction, which can be inter­
preted as the square of the one-body terms, have the same geometrical features, 
and thus they will be ignored in our study. In addition, due to the symmetry prop­
erties of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, A(k, f i )  vanishes for odd k and all the odd 
multipole interactions remain inert to shape asymm etry to leading order in the 1 / N  
expansion. Of the remaining interactions, the quadrupole force dominates and de­
termines the overall shape. Since there is no experimental evidence for multipole 
interactions higher than hexadecapole, they are also excluded from our study. To 
facilitate the evaluation of the expectation values of various multipole interactions, 
we give the explicit expressions for the quadratic forms given in eq. (6.2). We define 
A (2 ,//) =  Qß and A(4,/x) =  such that
Qo — 2x 2o +  <722(^20 — 2 ^ 2 2 )  +  9 2 4 ( 2 ^ 2 0 ^ 4 0  +  2y  - £ 2 2 2 4 2 )
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Ho
Q 2
+  ^ 44(^ 40  +  “ ^ 4 4 ------ ^ - ^ 4 2 ) 7
T ,>/70 11
(6.4)
The energy surface can be simplified as
2{Qq T 2 Q 2) +  k4{Hq +  2/^2 T 2 /^4 )^ • (6.5)
To produce a general static asymmetric deformation, one has to find an energy 
surface whose absolute minimum has non-zero values of x 22 , ^24  or ^ 44- However, due 
to symmetry of shape, such non-zero mean-field solutions do not always guarantee 
a genuine triaxial shape. They may correspond to an equivalent representation of 
an axial nucleus rotated about the y-axis by |  (z —» x) or the x-axis by -y- {z —> y) 
in the body-fixed frame. Therefore, one has to derive conditions ensuring tha t the 
triaxial solutions do not result from rotations of axial shapes. To accomplish this, 
let us consider a general triaxial solution represented by the mean-fields {aqm}. The 
corresponding equivalent representations can be obtained by effecting either the 
Eulerian rotations i?y( | ,  | ,  0) (z —> x) or R x(7r, | ,  ^) (z —> y ). By letting R y act on 
the boson condensate, Ydm one has
/ h  —  R y ( y ^  x l m ) R v
lm m'
(6.6)
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It can be noted that for even / and odd ra', dlm,0( | )  =  0 and dlm,m +  dlm,_m\s. =  0, 
thus x\m, vanishes when m' is odd. The disappearance of all the odd multipole 
mean-fields can be attributed to the reflection symmetry with respect to the X  — Y , 
Y  — Z  and Z — X  planes of the intrinsic system. Hence, one has the following 
mean-field transformation
*oo
* 2 0
* 4 0
* 2 2
* 4 2
* 4 4
~ Y X2° + /I*22’
3 1 / 5  1
7T*40 — 77\ / 77^42 +8 2 V 2
- 1
-£4 4 ,
* 2 - 2  — ~ 7r ( \  0 * 2 0  +  ^ 2 2 ) ,
’4 - 2  —  +  2 ^ 4 2  +  VIX44),
" 4 - 4  =  - { \ J ~ - X 4 0  +  2 \ / 7 x 4 2  +  ^ 4 4 ) - (6.7)
The R x rotation transforms with D lm,m(7r, | ,  | ) ,  so it can be obtained from the above 
results by simply replacing x'n by — x'l2, and x/2 by — xi2. If the original intrinsic 
state  is axial in shape, one has zero x\m for all non-zero m. Therefore, the equivalent 
representations for the axial states are
* 0 0
* 2 0
* 4 0
*2 2
*4 2
— 0^0}
=  - f x 20,
3
g^40)
(6.8)
where the upper sign and lower sign correspond to R y and R x rotations respectively. 
On the other hand, if the intrinsic state is axially symmetric but with x  or y as 
symmetry axes, the inverse rotations R~l or R~l should lead to vanishing xim for
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non-zero m .  Thus, given a general set of mean-fields aqm, the conditions for an axial 
solution are
vTö
t ^42 T  ^ *^44
By applying the inverse transformations, the axial mean-fields with z  as the sym­
m etry axis are
7 : \ l  — X 4 0 . (6.9)
x'20 = - 2^ 20, x'w  = - X40-  (6.10)
The conditions given by eq. (6.9) are very useful in searching for static triaxiality 
as they provide a convenient way of eliminating all the unwanted axial solutions 
generated during the minimisation process.
6.3 The 7-degree of freedom
In the sdg-IBM, the energy surface of a triaxial nucleus in general is represented 
by a set of five mutually-independent mean-fields, xim. Instead of working on such 
a five dimensional space, one would like to choose a subspace which is easier to 
handle. By exploiting the rich group structure of U(15), one can derive the seven 
dynamical symmetry limits [103] which correspond to different geometrical shapes. 
In the present study, instead of exploring the diverse geometric properties of the 
dynamical group, U(15), we search for subspace which possesses the features which 
are common to both the sd- and sdg-models. This particular approach will be useful 
in enabling one to extend the the properties of sd system to the sdg system and 
so help us to select an appropriate set of param eters for general sdg-lldM  calcula­
tions. Therefore, similar to the procedure used with the sd-model, we param etrise 
the energy surface in the sdg-IBM in terms of the quadrupole and hexadecapole de­
formation parameters ß2 and ß4 and of the asymm etry angle 7 . The manifestation 
of the 7 -degree of freedom is of particular importance as it is a meaningful measure 
of triaxiality in the intrinsic frame.
The scheme for generating the 7 -degree of freedom in the sdg-IBM adopted in 
this study stems from the generalisation of the procedure used in the sd-case [104].
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In the sd-model, the asymmetry angle 7 is just a simple a param eter of the unitary 
operator exp[—*7X5], where X 5 is a generator of the 0 (5) group. Following along 
the same lines, the 7-degree of freedom of a system consisting of arbitrary bosons 
(s ,d , g , . . . ) ,  can be manifested by a finite 0 (5)®0 (9)® • • • rotation carried out by 
the generalised unitary operator e x p ^ X ] . The operator, X  is a linear combination 
of generators of the corresponding orthogonal groups 0 (2 j  +  1) (j  = 2 ,4, . . . ) ,  namely
X  = i ' £  £  C iib lb jx  (6.11)
j
where C JßX is antisymmetric in jjl and A. To ensure that the unitary transformation 
preserves the reflection symmetry about the three body-fixed axes, CJßX must satisfy
n j _  j  —C{ if both g and A are even , s
\ 0 ' otherwise.
In the sdg-lBM, X  can be written as X 5 +  Xg where 
X5 = «Co2[do(d2 + d_2) — (d2 + d^ _2)do],
and
X 9 = i{CQ2[gl(g2 + g~ 2) — (g\ + ^^ 2)^ 0]
+CQ4[gl(g4 + g -4) — (g\ + g - 4)go\
+ ^ 241(^ 2 + d —2 )(d 4 + g ~  4 ) — (#4 + 9 - a)(92 + 9 - 2 )]}- (6.13)
Since the transformation is unitary, the norm of the intrinsic states should be 
conserved, hence the coefficient Cq2 can be uniquely determined, up to an arbitrary 
phase angle, by imposing the normalisation condition of the general d-boson intrinsic 
state. However, in case of the g-boson states, there are three coefficients which 
cannot be fixed by the unitary properties alone, thus different param etrisations are 
possible for the Xg operator. Here we fix C*x by requiring tha t a general 7-rotation, 
en * should leave the 7-unstable energy surface invariant. In this case, the operators
* 5 y/2
[c?o(d_2 +  d2) — (d l2 +  d2)do],
become
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To derive the triaxial state resulting from the special 0(5) ® 0(9) transformation, 
we have to apply the BCH formula which is given as
e-'ABe'A = B + i[B,A] + ^[[B, A], + 4], A], A] • • •. (6.15)
By evaluating all the nested boson commutation relations, we obtain
W, x] = o
[dlx] = ~ ( 4  + dU)
{[dix],x\ = di
[[[dlx],x],x] = ^=(4 + dl 2)
= *y|(s4 + äU)
[[0o,V],i] =  I g l  -  ]p ~ -(3 4  +  a - 4 )
[{[glX},X},X] = 2i]J ^ ( g l  + gU)
PD I jo
[[[[si. X],X},X},X} = j g l  -  -(<?! + sl4)
[[[[[si, x),x\,x),xix}= +
on [jo
[[[[[[si. i], X], X), X], M,  X] = Jffj - sy -J  (a\ + 9I4)
; ; (6.16)
The above manipulations can be performed efficiently by Mathematica [75]. Ac­
cording to the BCH formula, we have the following infinite series
( 1 - 4 4 + - - K
+ 7 2 { l ~ 3! + 5!
e- h X sieHX =
e-'1* die11* =
and
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+ / 1 ' (27 "  +  + ■' ,)(^ + ? l 2 )
+ j S [1 -  (1 -  ^  +  I T  +  • • -)1(^  +  (6.17)
Hence the rotated axial boson operators in the product space can be expressed
: =  cos 7 4  4— -=. sin 7 ( 4  2 +  4)>
V2
, - i X J ^ x  = ( - I  +  -1  cos 2 7 )^  +#6e
_5
12 ' 12 
V35
12>/2
\/24
(1 -  cos 27)(^4 +flrl4)
\/5
sin 2 7 ^  + 5 ri2) +
(6.18)
As a result, the axial state is tranformed as 
[s1 +  ß2d\ +  ß4gj0] |0) 05^> (9)
| s f +  ß2[cos 7 4  +  sin 7 (4 .2 4- 4 ) ]  +
A[(^ + ^cos 274 + ^ ^ s in 27(4 + 4 2) +
\/35 .
6\/2
sin2 7 ( 4  +  4 (6.19)
It is straightforward to check that the norms of the above intrinsic states remain 
intact and thus the unitary condition is preserved. The mean-fields xim can finally 
be written as
Zoo =  1, z 20 =  ß2 cos 7 , x 40 =  J^(7  +  5 cos 27), z 22 =  sin 7 ,
z 42 =  w — /?4 sin 27, z 44 =  \ —  ßA sin2 7. (6 .20)
By substituting the mean-fields into eqs. (6.2) and (6.5), the expectation values 
of the quadrupole-quadrupole and hexadecapole-hexadecapole interactions are
(Q-Q)  =
N ( N - l )
ß2{^ 4" ^2^22) +  0^2/^4(12^4^24 +  7/?4^22^ 44-2
(i +  ft2 +  A2)
25
+ 2 4 ^ )  +  T i ß t Ö A 4  4" 4/92(l -f- ß 4 Q 2 4 ){ ß 2 Q22 +  ß l d w )  cos ^7to
+  Tßliu) cos 67 ( 6.21)
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and
( H - H )  =
N ( N  -  1) - 17 - 112 - -
A^ 22 + /^ 2/^ 4 (4/^ 22 + — A^ 24 + ^ A A ^ M
1837
(i + A2 + A2)
224+ A(4 + —— A ^ 44 + 0„^ 4^ 44) + 4:ß2ß4h24(2ß4 + ß2 2^22187
■FA A 4) cos 3 7  + 437-4 Ä(5103Ä 2^4 + 5400A  *44
+ 2 7 0 0 / ^ 2 ^ 2 2 ^ 4 4  +  7 0 0 / ^ 4 / 1 4 4 )  COS 6 7 ( 6 .22)
From eqs. (6.21) and (6.22), it is obvious tha t the energy surface can be w ritten 
generally as
E (ß 2, A> 7 ) = «0 +  «1 cos 37 +  a2 cos 67 , (6.23)
where a0,a i and a2 are functions of qji,hji,ei, ki and ßi.
In the following study of triaxiality, the param etrisations P ( l)  and P(2) defined 
in Section 2.2 are employed. To search for the non-axial minimum, 7 is varied from 
0° to 60° and the energy surface, E (ß 2, A , 7 ) is minimised at each particular 7 - 
angle, i.e. the study will be confined on a two dimensional surface spanned by ß2 
and A- In particular, the solution obtained at 7 =  0°, corresponds to the axial 
minimum. In Figure 6.1, the energy profiles of various Hamiltonian are depicted. It 
should be noted tha t each point on the curve may correspond to different ß2 and A  
values. It is shown in Figure 6.1(a) - (b) tha t a single quadrupole interaction with 
param etrisations P (l)  and P(2), is incapable of generating a stable triaxial shape. 
In Figure 6.1(c), with the P (l)  param etrisation given in Section 2.2, a global non- 
axial minimum is developed at q < 0.3. These minima are characterised by having 
a large A  value. For example, at q — 0.3, the energy and mean fields correspond 
to the non-axial minimum are: E0 = Emin/N ( N  — l)/c2 =  —14.2, a;0o =  0.18, 
x 20 = 0.03, X40 = 0.92, x 22 = 0.01, x 42 = —0.33, and x 44 = —0.10. They can 
be compared with the solutions, E 0 = —16.1, x 0o = 0.15, £20 =  0.00, x 40 = 0.19, 
£22 =  0.00, £42 =  —0.60, and x 44 = —0.34, obtained from the minimisation of 
a general five dimensional surface using the simplex method. The above results 
indicate tha t the asymmetric shape is caused by the excitation of the non-axial 
g-bosons, g±2 and g±4. In short, the ground state is represented by a condensate
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Figure 6.1: The energy profile generated by the quadrupole interaction with 
the parametrisation given by (a) P (l), (q,q,q) and (b) P(2), (q, 1 ,<?), defined 
in Section 2.2. The g-value is varied from 0 - 1 in 5 steps. The parameters 
are N — 14, (4 = 0, rjd = 0 and r)g = 0. The energy have been scaled down by 
the factor N (N  — 1)k,2- In (c) and (d), the same quantities are presented as 
in (a) and (b) respectively but with the addition of a coherent hexadecapole 
interaction where £4 = 0.4 and q = varies from 0.3 - 1 in 7 steps.
of the s and g bosons. As the hexadecapole deformation generally is regarded as 
a small perturbation to the overall nuclear shape, the above results therefore are 
not useful in realistic descriptions of nuclei. On the other hand, the minimisation 
carried out in the 0(5) subspace, does not give accurate results. It provides only a 
qualitative guidance to the search for triaxiality. In Figure 6.1(d), there is no sign 
of triaxiality and the result is similar to tha t in Figure 6.1(b). In Figure 6.2(a), the 
axial-triaxial phase transition induced by the hexadecapole interaction is shown. In 
the above discussion, because of the lack of 7-dependence in the one-body terms,
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Figure 6.2: (a) Axial-triaxial phase transition induced by the coherent hex- 
adecapole interaction. The parameters are the same as those defined in Fig­
ure 6.1(c) but with q = 0.3 and £4 varying from 0 - 0.5. The solid line shows 
the axial minimum while the dotted line represents the triaxial minimum, (b) 
Axial-triaxial phase transition induced by the g-boson energy. The parame­
ters are the same as those defined in (a) with (4 = 0.4 and gg varying from 0 
- 5.
they have been excluded so far. In most applications of the sdg-IBM to deformed and 
transitional nuclei (excluding superdeformed nuclei) [45,61,62,66-68], the g bosons 
are weakly coupled, it is therefore desirable to include the effect of g-boson energy 
on shape transition. It is shown in Figure 6.2(b) that r)g triggers the phase transition 
from triaxial to axial shapes, counteracting the effect of the hexadecapole interaction. 
It is interesting to note that, though the one-body terms have no 7-dependence, they 
do significantly alter the profile of the energy surface and specifically the relative 
depths of the minima. Also, it is easy to understand the influence of the g-boson 
energy on shape asymmetry. A large r]g will suppress the excitation of the g bosons, 
especially g±2 and g±4, so that axial symmetry prevails.
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6.4 Anharmonic effects
Before presenting the results of the sdg-IBM, it is worth discussing the capability 
of the sd-model to describe the anharmonicity in double-phonon bands which lie 
within its model space. This question is ignored in most of the literature and 
will provide a useful reference point for the sdg-lBM calculations. In Table 6.1,
Table 6.1: Band energy and E2 transition systematics of 7- and 77-bands 
for a quadrupole Hamiltonian in the sd-IBM. The parameters are N = 12, 
Ki = 0, «2 = — 20keV, and \  is varied with Xsu{3 )  = — \/7/2. The E2 matrix 
elements should be multiplied by e2 for comparison with experiment.
x / x su ( 3) 1.0 0.875 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.00
E'Y'i,/£y 1.87 1.88 1.88 1.89 1.91 2.80
£ 2(2+ - 0+) 18.0 17.3 16.6 15.3 14.1 13.8
£ 2(2+ - 0+) 0.00 0.50 0.99 1.97 3.04 0.29
£ 2(2+ - 2+) 0.00 0.64 1.28 2.69 4.82 16.31
to 3 + ^ 2+) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.25 0.00
£ 2(4+ I to 0.00 1.12 2.21 4.34 5.98 0.16
we present the consistent-^ formalism calculations with the Hamiltonian given in 
eq. (2.6). The calculations are performed along the SU(3)-0 (6) leg of the Casten 
triangle as the x  parameter is varied from — \/7/2  to 0 with r]d = 0. The first row 
shows the energy ratio of the 77- to 7-bands, and the rest are various interband 
reduced E2 matrix elements among the ground, 7- and 77-bands. Leaving aside the 
dynamical symmetry limits, all the ratios remain remarkably constant. In particular, 
one has ratios E11/E 1 « 1 .9  and £ 2(4+ —» 2+) / (£2(2+ ► 0+) «  2.2. These are
very close to the geometrical model values of 2 and 2.25, respectively. In fact, in the 
large N  limit, the agreement would be exact. Thus the double-phonon bands in the 
sd-IBM are very close to the harmonic limit of the geometrical model, even after 
allowing for variations in the x  parameter. In other words, the standard sd-model 
is not flexible enough to describe either the anharmonicity in band energies or the 
variations in interband E2 transitions from the Alaga rules. To investigate whether 
large anharmonic effects are manifest in the sdg-IBM description of deformed nuclei,
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Table 6.2: Effect of the hexadecapole interaction on 7 , 77 and K n = 4* 
band properties in the sdg-IBM. The prescription for the quadrupole and 
hexadecapole interactions is given by P(l) in Section 2.2 with q = 0.5. The 
other parameters are N = 12, «2 = 20keV, ?jd = 1.5, r)g = 4.5.
(4 - 0.4 - 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
E~n /  E .
7
1.97 1.98 1.99 2.01 2.02
E \ h/ E .■y 2.51 2.26 1.91 1.63 1.43
£ 2(2+ - op 12.2 12.6 12.4 12.3 12.2
£ 2(2+ - °P 2.25 2.22 2.20 2.17 2.15
E 2 ( 2+  - f 2P 4.32 4.56 4.85 5.12 5.38
£ 2(4+, - 2p 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.07
£ 2(4+ to
 
 ^+ 4.21 4.05 3.88 3.48 3.02
£ 2(4+ - 2P 0.50 0.48 0.45 0.44 0.42
£ 2(4J to + 0.09 0.26 0.62 1.81 3.31
we have carried out numerical studies using the swper-SDGBOSON code [56]. In 
particular, we are interested in the effect of the interplay between quadrupole and 
hexadecapole interactions. In Tables 6.2 and 6.3, various energy ratios and E 2 
transitions for both the 77 and the hexadecapole vibrational 4+ states are depicted. 
To study the effect of the hexadecapole force on the spectra, the relative coupling 
strength, (4 is varied from —0.4 to 0.4. In Tables 6.2 and 6.3, the 7- and 77-bands 
show almost no dependence on k4. In fact, the energy and E2 ratios are almost 
identical to the sd-calculations. The 4^ state, on the other hand, is seen to be 
sensitive to variations in /c4 as would be anticipated. Particularly in Table 6.2, the 
E^h/E^ ratio ranges from 1.4 to 2.5 and the £2(4^ —> 2+) strength is comparable 
with that of £?2(4+7 —» 2+) at (4 = 0.4.
Mean-field approach
The mean-field and 1/N  expansion techniques are economical tools for large scale 
of systematic study of the double-phonon vibrational bands. The axial intrinsic 
state prescribed for the 77-band in Section 4.5 is a good approximation since no 
stable triaxial shape is found for the Hamiltonian with a weak coupling of g bosons
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Table 6.3: Same as Table 6.2. The prescription for the quadrupole and hex- 
adecapole interactions is given by P(2) in Section 2.2. The other parameters 
are N = 12, « 2  = 20keV, rjd — 0, r]g = 4.
( 4 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4
/ E.7 1.88 1.89 1.90 1.91 1.92
E\h/ E.7 2.32 2.26 2.19 2.10 1.98
£2(2+ - o p 16.6 16.8 17.0 17.2 17.3
£2(2+ o p 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.25
E2{2+ -> 2 p 2.89 2.92 2.94 2.98 3.02
£2(4+, -» 2P 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.08
£2(4+, -> to + 5.14 5.11 5.07 5.04 4.98
£ 2 ( i t  -+ 2P 2.14 2.51 2.41 1.96 1.26
£2(4+ - 2 p 0.68 0.32 0.45 0.66 0.89
(i.e. large t/5) as discussed above. To improve the accuracy, one should include 
the orthogonality and mixing terms. However, when compared with the results of 
exact calculations, the above mean-field expressions give results with deviations of 
less than 4%*, an accuracy which justifies the use of the meanfield approach to the 
systematic studies of anharmonic effects. In Figure 6.3, it is shown that within the 
chosen parametrisations for the quadrupole and hexadecapole interactions, one has 
the E^/E-y ratio ranging from 1.9 to 2.2, which is consistent with the numerical 
diagonalisation results. It is thus quite clear that neither rjd nor £ 4  is capable of 
generating large anharmonic effects.
To understand the lack of anharmonicity within the chosen parametrisations, it 
will be useful to look at the analytic expressions derived from the l /N  expansion. 
Since we are concerned only with the bandhead energies, it suffices to examine 
the first layer l /N  results. According to the formulae given in Section 4.5 and 
Appendix E, we can obtain the excitation energies for both the single- and double­
phonon bands by subtracting away the ground state energy. We then have
E ^ ,l = 2iV2^ { T :(«i(4at;i" -  2atf)+ £((-«*? + <*4)/w)
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Figure 6.3: Systematic study of anharmonicity generated by quadrupole + 
hexadecapole interactions. Parametrisation P (l)  and P(2) are used in (a),(c) 
and (b),(d), respectively. In (a), (b), rjd is varied from 0 — 2 in 10 equal steps 
with rig = 4.5. In (c), (d), ijd and r}g are fixed at 1.5 and 4.5, respectively, 
while £4 is varied from —0.4 to 0.4 in 10 equal steps.
(q,q,q) (qd,q)
V  ( a )  :k  ( b )  :
n , = 2 ;
: = o
■ T|d -  0 ^ -
V  (C ) :
V  ( d )  :
V
oii ( II o 4^
: c4 = -0.4C4.= -0-4
+  7~jy\2 (Ki{—2aUi +  Un) +  £i(l — a)/N^j  j ,
EllL =  -2 a U ,)  + e ,( - a x l  + axl2) /N )
+ 7——r^(^ni(—2aUi +  ) +  £((/ — a)/iv) }. (6-24)
Once again, it can be seen clearly th a t the  ground band and all the  v ibrational bands 
(including the  single- and double-phonon ones) have the  sam e leading order results. 
If the  L -dependent term s are ignored (i.e. pu tting  the  m om ent-of-inertia to  zero) 
in the above analytic expressions, one finds th a t the ratio  of double-phonon and 
single-phonon excitation energies is exactly two. In other words, the  harm onicity  
is preserved at the first layer of the expansion which is in line w ith th e  num erical
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diagonalisation and mean-field results.
In regard to the above investigation, it can be concluded tha t the parametrisa- 
tions used in Chapter 5 , which have been found useful for the description of deformed 
nuclei, can neither generate stable triaxial shape for the ground band nor large an- 
harmonic effects for the 77-band. In fact, the large g-boson energy suppresses the 
excitation of the non-axial g-bosons and restores the axial symmetry of the system.
CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
In this investigation, the recent developments in numerical diagonalisation and 
the analytic 1 /N  expansion method have been presented. The effects of various 
truncation schemes on the computation of physical quantities have been discussed 
in Chapter 3. The devised schemes such as the coupling of one g boson to the sd-core 
(ng <  1), are usually geared towards reproducing the low-lying spectrum  and cannot 
be expected to give reliable results for high-spin states. In regard to the low-lying 
states, our results indicate that, with the truncation of the sdg space to a maximum 
o f  vig m a x  g bosons (ngmax ~  7V/3), level energies and transition rates converge to 
better than 1 %, which is sufficient for purposes of spectroscopy. However, due to 
the large model space involved in the sdg-IBM, diagonalisation is only possible for 
N  <  14. In addition, numerical diagonalisation is tim e consuming and expensive, 
and therefore not an effective tool for carrying out extensive studies of the effects of 
a m ultitude of param eters in the sdg-IBM.
The angular momentum projected mean field theory, which leads to a 1 / N  ex­
pansion for physical quantities [26], presumably offers the only viable alternative for 
a realistic description of high-spin states in the sdg-IBM. An obstacle to realising 
this goal, namely the evaluations of m atrix elements up to order L3/ N 6 09 are nec­
essary for an accurate representation of high-spin states, has been overcome through 
the use of computer algebra and details of the results for the ground and 7-bands 
have been illustrated in Chapter 4.
By employing the 1 /N  formulae, a systematic description of high-spin states for 
both deformed and superdeformed nuclei within the framework of the sdg-IBM has
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been presented in Chapter 5. Systematic studies of the model param eters using the 
1 /N  expansion formulae have indicated tha t some of the long standing problems 
associated with the description of moment of inertia and E 2 transitions in the IBM 
can be resolved by including the d-boson energy in the Hamiltonian. The perceived 
problems with the sd-IBM in its description of spin dependent quantities are not 
due to a lack of higher spin bosons but rather due to the energy surface not being 
soft enough. Inclusion of the d-boson energy, together with the extension to the 
sdg space, can successfully resolve these problems. The g bosons are necessary for 
extending the model space but otherwise they play a marginal role in the dynam ­
ics of the ground band and cannot resolve the problems mentioned above. The 
hexadecapole interaction has a minor effect on the ground band but could play a 
decisive role on 7  and other excited band properties. This feature of the hexade­
capole interaction does not appear to be well appreciated in the literature. For 
example, the recently observed staggering effect in some superdeformed bands has 
been attributed  to the hexadecapole degrees of freedom. If this is true, then it 
would have profound effects on the neighbouring non-yrast bands. The application 
of the sdg-IBM Hamiltonian consisting of single-boson energies, and quadrupole and 
hexadecapole interactions (with constrained param eters) resulted in a mostly uni­
form and successful description of both the low-lying band structures and high-spin 
states across the rare-earth and actinide regions. In the past, many experimental 
results for high-spin states were compared with the sd-IBM calculations with neg­
ative connotations. Presumably, this was due to the lack of sdg-IBM calculations, 
the extensive sdg-IBM results presented in this work should help remedying this 
situation. The limited param etrisation used here, does not work as well in the case 
of the Er isotopes which appear to have rather exceptional properties. To describe 
the Er isotopes, one needs to carry out a more detailed study without imposing 
the constraints used in Chapter 5. It should be noted tha t 168Er, which has been 
used as a benchmark case in tests of phenomenological models, is far from being 
a typical deformed nuclei. The study of triaxiality suggests tha t the asymmetric 
shapes, generated by the quadrupole interaction (q <  0.3) and the coherent hexade-
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capole interaction with eg = 0, are dominated by a large hexadecapole deformation. 
Therefore, they are not useful in realistic analyses of data. In addition, using large 
p-boson energies can suppress the excitation of g bosons, especially g±2,g±4- Thus, 
with a weak coupling of the g bosons to the sd-core, the system will remain axial 
in shape. It is because of this fact, the param etrisation used in Chapter 5, which 
leads to successful descriptions of the high-spin states and E 2 properties in de­
formed nuclei, does not generate triaxiality. In regard to the study of anharmonic 
effects in vibrational bands, the results indicate tha t within the (q,q,q)  and (q, 1, <jr) 
param etrisations defined in Chapter 2, the E ^ / E 1 ratio ranges only from 1.9 to 2.2. 
This range is not large enough to describe the anharmonicity claimed to be observed 
in some proposed 77-bands. It is therefore worth stressing tha t one should be cau­
tious in band assignments, as the hexadecapole 4^ band could be m isinterpreted as 
the 77-band. In fact, the 77-phonon description is not the only explanation for the 
B(E2) values. Our calculations show that, with a suitable choice of Hamiltonian, 
the E2(4^ —>■ 2+) strength can be comparable to tha t of E2(4+7 —> 2+). In order 
to avoid confusion, it is therefore desirable to pin down the hexadecapole features 
by looking at the E4 transitions, as well as (e ,e ') and (p, p') experiments in the 
rare-earth region.
APPENDIX A
Representations of basis states
32-bit representation
In the sdg-IBM, each boson is free to occupy one of the 15 quantum  states (s,<i, 
and g ). In the bit-pattern representation, 1 denotes the partition while 0 denotes 
the boson, therefore we have 14 partitions separating the bosons into 15 cells, If we 
arrange the 15 cells in the order
\g-4] \g-3] [9-2] [g-i\[go\ M  M  M  M  [d-2] [d-i][d0] [di][d2] [5],
states such as (.s^)12|0) and (do)6(s^)6|0) can be represented as
s do s
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' ,  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  0 Ö 0 0 Ö 0  1 1 1  0 Ö 0 0 Ö 0 ,
respectively.
64-bit representation
In this 64-bit representation, an N  boson system with occupation numbers n i, n 2, n3, 
• • •, n;, n t+i, • • • n i5 can be specified by an integer Ip given by Y i  n i x 16% where p 
denotes the ordering of the basis states. Therefore, a list of integers arranged in 
descending or ascending numerical order is created. For example, the corresponding 
bit-patterns for the states (s^)12|0) and (dj)6(5t )6|0) are
0000 0000
do di
0000 0000
do d\
ono  oooo oooo
100
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(since the first 40 bits are zero, for simplicity, we only show the pattern  of the 
last 24 bits). In this new scheme, N  must be less than 16 otherwise the one-to- 
one mapping between /  and the basis states will be destroyed. This restriction 
seems to make such a scheme less attractive. However, in spite of this, the sdg- 
IBM calculations cannot be performed with N  going beyond 16 in most of the 
modern computers due to lim itation in memory capacity. On the other hand, under 
this new scheme, the manipulations between m atrix operators and basis states can 
be done in a simple bitwise manner. In the sdg-IBM, the Hamiltonian usually 
consists of one- and two-body operators containing terms of the form b\bj and b]bjbkbi 
where z, j , A:, / =  1,2,***, 15. All &J, or b{ are denoted by integers M{(= 1 x 16z). 
These operations can be performed conveniently in this 64-bit representation without 
resorting to any packing or unpacking procedure. For example, let a typical basis 
be <^p, then
b\(f>p =  Ip +  bj(f)p — Ip — M j .  (A .l)
However, in carrying out the annihilation by bj, it is necessary to check tha t the 
occupation number nj is non-zero. To retrieve this information, we first define a 
new integer m; such tha t mi = 16t+1 — Mi. By evaluating the logical sum (AND) 
of Ip and m{, we are able to extract the number n{ x 16*, thus the occupancy of the 
i —th quantum  state is known.
APPENDIX B
Boson calculus
B.l General evaluation of matrix elements
The boson algebra is based on the fundamental boson commutation relations 
given by
[/(*),*] = *f^ ,  I6’/ ( 6t)] =  ^ r 6- (b .i )
Without the loss of generality, we consider a general intrinsic states b ^ K|0). The 
matrix elements of a general two-body multipole force is given by
(oi n h K K ^ k )  ■ r(t> n 4^ 10) =
K = 0 K '= 0
N ’ N[ %
^  „ 5 o n S  n ^ O  n ° ! n i !  ' ' ' nÄ K  ~ »oYW  ~  « l ) !
d No # # # d no d ^  * * * Q^p
iV'! N[\---N' \
dblN°db\Ni ■ ■ ■ dblNr dbo°Rdb;'R ■ ■ ■ db%
{N ’r -  np)\
blR^ nob\Rl~ni ■ ■ ■ bW - ■ <*)') |0>,
(B.2)
where is multipole tensor defined in Chapter 2, b'KR is given by
b iR = e -W 'b ie ^ y  = £  (B.3)
lm
and p is the highest boson spin in the model. The normalisation J\f((f)K,L) can be 
derived in a similar fashion and therefore it is not shown here.
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B .2 Boson calculus for the full 7 band
To simplify the discussion, it is convenient to define
d b l ^  = .
A l
Ymm' — I —  ^  ^  3 ' l m 'E l m , d r (B.4)
where loo =  Z. In the following, the direct, exchange and orthogonality term s of 
the m atrix elements of the full 7 band are given.
(0\bN~1b2e~ißJyT k • Tfc(6t)JV"16i|0> =
( N - 1 ) \ Z N~4(0\ (N -  l)Z*
d d d d (N — l)(N — 2)
+
x 2Yn
d d
d b R  d b 2R  
{N -  1)(N - 2 ) ( N  - 3 )
dbR db2R db1 db\ 4
, d . 2 o v  , d 2 d d d 2 d 2\
+ 2YM db~R] w M  + 122 W  W ) +
Yo2Y2o(dbr) ( a 6 t) I
Z 3J C 2 L  + ( N  2Vo
db2R db\ 
( N - 1 ) { N - 2 ) Z Y 02Y20
db2R dtf
d d d \
+  Y22dbR d t f j +
d d
dbR dbl
jr* •r':|o), (B.5)
(0\bN- 2b21e-ißJ’>Tk ■ r fc(6t )iv- 2((>J)2|0) =
(N -  2)!ZAr-6{0|( | z 4( - T ) 2( A )2 +dbiR db\
(N — 2)(N — 3)(7V — 4)(7V — 5) 2 2 . „  2 „ 2
4 IoiI i o \ ^  ) \ n u )  " t— ) 2 ( —W
d___d__ d__d_\
dtf db\ ' ‘ "dbR cjb\J
( Ä _ 2, (» _ , ) , Ä _ , ) Z (2 n .K  » » ( » , ) •  +
T
Y M - , , t ± - n ± r )  +
(N — 2)(N — 3)
SToiHi
dbR
d d
dbR db1Rydtf
+
( 0 1 + ) 2 +  8 Y 0 1 T 1 0
_d___d__ d _ d _
dbR dbiR dtf db\ +
Y 2 ( — \ 2 ( — \ 2 
u [ dbR}
(N-  2 )(N- 3 )(N-  ^ Z Y ^ Y 2,—  +  4FM 7 - A  +
'dbR dbt dbiR db\
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i ( j v - 2 l ( A ' - J  ) Z ' ( r i r , . ~
2(N -  2)(2Y0iY101^ - - j  +
V obiR db\
+ Ym Y' ‘ Y" i ; w < ) +
d d , y i  3  9 \
db1Rdbt
T k - T k|0) 5 (B .6)
(0| bN-'b2e~'ßJ»Tk■ T k(bt)N~2{b\)2\0) =
(N -  1 )!Z W- 5(0K +
d d (N -  2)(N -3 )(n  -  4)
dbiR dW db\
Vm, d
2 Yi,
dbR
d d d d 
dbR dbR dtf dbl
■)2( 4 t)2 +
+  ^12
d d
dbR db1Rydb t( « » m
dtf
(N - 2 ) ( N  - 3 ) Z
X
( 2Fo2FioÜ (Ä )2 +
<9 <9
+
2 (N -  2)(N -  +  (iV -  2 )Z 2 (Vc
d d
2YoiY20db~R^  + YoiYndb~Rw )
y” l ; l i ) l } T‘ T>|0^
dbR dtf
9 9 S] +  2Z3 ( Yc
d d 
01 db2R dtf +
_d__ d_
01 db2R db\
(B .7)
B.3 Derivatives of two-body scalar operators
By m an ip u la tin g  th e  boson algebra, one gets
( 0 1 ____ 4 _____d_ T m .
db\( dbR„ dbicn dbK’"R 
= E  -m \kM ){ j 'm ' l ’ -  M - m ’\ k - M )
j l j ' l 'M m m '
x |  XiiK'"XlKld lm l + M K „,dlrn_ M K , {x jK bm KX j> K "b m 'K "  +  X j K ' d m K ' X +
XiK"'Xl 'K,d lm _ M ,K '»dlm '+ M iK i { x j K S mKX j 'K "öm 'K "  + Xj K" bm K" X j 'K Ö m' K ) b  (B-8)
w here t j^i are  th e  s tru c tu ra l constan ts  defined in C h a p te r  4. D ue to  th e  K ronecker 
d e lta  functions, those  m  and  m'  w ith in  th e  su m m atio n  sign vanish. Since th e  H am il-
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tonian is invariant under rotation, its m atrix elements therefore should be indepen­
dent of M , the magnetic quantum  number of the spherical tensor T^k\  The M  
independence of the above expression rests implicitly on the summation over M. 
The manifestation of rotational invariance will be more apparent if one further re­
duces the expression by using identities in six-j symbols [105]. In this case, the 
expression can be readily reduced to
— (2 & +  1 ) t k j l t k jw d K + K i i 'K ’+K"'
j i j ' i ' J
( jK j 'K " \JK  T K"){l'K'"lK'\JK' + K'")xjKxj .K"XVK»'XiK, +
(j K " j 'K \JK  + K")(l,K"'lK'\JK'  + K m) x j K 'Xj l K x VKn ,x lK n +  
{ jK j 'K" \JK  + K")(l'K'lK'"\JK' + K ,n)xjKxj,K„xvK,xlKm +
(jK"j'K\JK  + K")(l'K'lK'"\JK' + K"')xjK„xyKx,,K.x,K„i]- (B.9)
By playing the same trick, one can obtain the expressions for the effective one-body 
part as
d d
<0 | db^  dhx'R
rp(k) _ y (fc)|Q)
\ M —m —m'= E (-i)
j l j ' l '  M m m '
X X i iK 'X jK d lml+MtK'6mKÖ m -M m '
2k + l . }l
tkjitkj'l' { jm lM  — m \kM )(j 'm 'l '  — M  — m'\k  — M )
= E - - tkj l tkl l 'XlK'XjKdK K i
j w  \ J { 2 j  +  1 ) ( 2 /  +  1)
x(/tf ~ MkM\jK)(lI< -  MkM\l'I<)
— r.(r, 2// _j_ h^'i'^jxiKxiK'diKK'i (B. 10)
/ x v
where the term  2A: +  l) /(2 / ' +  1 )t2kVl, can be regarded as the effective one-body
energy denoted by
APPENDIX C
Coefficients of the ground band 
normalisation
G\o — 1 “I~ CL — d\/2d
«21 =  4 +  6 a — 3 a4/a  
a32 =  10 +  18a — 9cii/a 
a43 =  20 -f 40 a — 20 a 4 ja  
a 54 = 35 +  75 a — 75 a1/2 a 
a65 =  56 +  126 a — 63 a i /a  
a 76 =  84 +  196 a — 9 8 a i/a  
a87 =  120 +  288 a — 144ai/a
a 20 =  2 +  6 a  -f 2 a 2 — 3ai — 10 a i/3  a -f 3 a 42/(2  a2) — a 2/3 a
a31 =  18 +  72 a +  42 a2 — 54 ai — 4 0 a4/a  +  4 5 a i2/2 a 2 — 4 a 2/a
a42 =  88 +  400 a -f 300 a2 — 360 a 4 — 220 a x/a  +  135 a \ 2 / a 2 — 20 a 2/a
a 53 =  308 +  1500 a +  1300a2 -  1500ax -  2450 a 4/3  a +  525 a 42/ a 2 -  200a2/3 a
a64 -  868 +  4410 a +  4200 a2 -  (4725 +  2380/a) ax +  1575 a2/ a 2 -  175 a 2/a
a 75 -  2100 +  10976 a +  11172 a2 -  (12348 +  5880/a) a 4 +  3969ax2/ a 2 -  392a 2/a
a86 =  868 +  4410 a +  4200 a2 -  (4725 +  2380/a) ax +  1575 a 42/ a 2 -  175 a2/a
a30 =  6 +  36 a +  42 a2 -f 6 a3 -f (55/2 a2 +  27/a) a42 — 45 a 43/4  a3 —
(6 +  5 /a ) a2 +  ai (—60 — 22/a — 21 a +  5 a2/ a 2) — a3/4  a
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041 =  96 + 720 a + 1200 a2 + 360 a3 + (660/a2 + 900/a) a i2 — 315 a j3 /a 3 —
(160 + 100/a)a2 -  aj (1600 + 440/a -  900a + 120a2 /a 2) -  5a3/a  
a52 = 796 + 66  00 a + 13000 a2 + 5400 a3 + (6300/a2 + 10125/a) at2 -
3150 at3 /a 3 -  (1500 + 2450/3 a) a2 -  a, (16500 +  11900/3 a -  11700 a + 
1050 a2 /a 2) -  75 a3 /2a
a63 = 4464 + 38808 a + 84000 a2 + 42000 a3 + (37100/a2 + 66150/a ) a i2 -  
18900 a13/a3-  (8400 + 4200/a) a2 + a, (-102900 -  22904/a -
84000 a + 5600 a2 /a 2) — 175a3/a 
a74 =  19108 + 170128 a + 391020 a2 + 220500 a3 + (160965/a2 +
308700/a) -  165375 a23 /2 a 3 -  (34300 +  16170/a) a2 -  at (466480 +
98784/a -  418950 a + 22050 a2 /a 2) -  1225a3/2a  
a85 = 67072 + 604800 a + 1448832 a2 + 889056 a3 + (564480/a2 +
1143072/a) a22 -  291060 a ^ /a 3 -  (112896 + 50960/a) a2 -
a! (1693440 + 346304/a -  1629936a + 70560a2/a 2) -  1764a3/a  (C.l)
APPENDIX D
Numerical evaluation of the reduced 
normalisation integral
In the SU(3) limit, the reduced normalisation integral becomes
F ( N ,  7) ■ / ;  4 „ ,  ( , ) , *  ■  ^  +  (D .l)
where /  <  p N  and /  must be even. By making use of the above result, one can 
evaluate the general F ( N , I ), namely,
F ( N , I )
=  P  dß s\n ßP,(ß)[z(ß)]N
J  0
=  f  dxPi(x)[a0 +  a2x 2 -f a4x 4]N 
Jo
_ Ä  ____________ f V ! ^ - ri- m« ^ < (2 n  +  4m)!____________
“ 'o “ J m!n!(fV — m  — n)\(2n +  4m — /)!!(2n +  4m +  I  +  1)!! ’
where
,2
'00
1 2 3 2 3  2 15 , 35
2 ‘T 20 d" 8 X0 4 ’
ß 2 =  ~ X 2 0  ~ 7 * « »
I oo
II
Notice tha t 2n +  4m >  I  and /  must be even.
(D.3)
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APPENDIX E
1/N  expansion formulae for the 7 band
E.l The orthogonality coefficient
The 1/N expansion of £7 up to the second layer is given by
^=wl1+i h 6n/6' ■621/62 -3a)
+ —777  föa -  3ai/a -  156n/2 -  3bn /2a A 3ai6n/a2 +  [aNy \
9{>11 / 'la A (bn/2 A 6bh — bi2)/ab2 A 6621 A
621/0 — 2cL\b2\/o?‘ — 3bnb2i / 2a A (— 156n — 56n/2a A
6 a i6 n /a 2 A 962j — 612/a — 36n62i/a)/6i A 622/
L
a — 6ii/2  — 611/61 A 621/3 A
Z2
2(aJ/V)"
—— —2a — 8a2 A 4ai A 26n A 7a6n — 3 a i6 n /a  — 
aN \
36ii/2 +  (—bn/3  — 462j A 26i2/3)/62 — 4621 /3  — 
16a62i/3 A 201621/2 A 611621 A (H611/3 A 14a6n 
6 a i6 n /a  — 662x A 2612/3 A 26n62i)/6i — 622/3
a A 4a2 — 3ai/2  — 36n/4  — 3a6n A a i6 n /a  A 6n /2  A 
(611/6 A 362j — 6i2/3)/262 A 621/2 A 2a&2i —
2ai62i/3 a  — 611621/3 A ( —176n/24 — 3a6n A a i6 n /a  A
1^1 — h2/12 — >^11621 /3)/26i A 622/12 (E.l)
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where
62n =  ~  Z ) X lX l2, b l n  =  (E.2)
i i
The subscript n is suppressed when it is zero. The SU(3) limit offers a good check to 
this expression. When we substitute (xo,^2,^4) =  ( y l / 5 ,  ^ 4 /7 , y 8 /3 5 ); (222,^42) 
=  (^ 1 /7 , 6/7); and (£21,241) =  (^ 3 /7 , y h /7 )  into eq .(E .l), all the Z and TV
dependent terms vanish. We get £7 equal to — \/6 /4  which is the same as the value 
given in the SU(3) prescription. When SU(3) symmetry is broken, it is apparent 
from the l / N  expansion expression tha t £7 has spin-dependence.
E.2 Third layer l / N  formulas for the 7 band
The l / N  expansion of the one-body m atrix elements for the 7 band (with f7) is 
given by
(h/)7,L =  N x 2{l  +  ( - J  +  ax2l2/ x f )
+  (a /y)2 (^((^ — d')(a — l) +  (öi +  62) ( l /2  — //a )  +  l2/2) +  b^x^/xi  
+ (aa ' — b\ /2 — al)x22/ x 2
1 / (a2(—7 +  a') +  01 (41/3 -  2 a ')(l -  3 //2a) -  a2( l /3  +  //2a)
(aJV):
+6^(5 +  a ') ( l — SI/2a) +  a(25 — 6a' — a '2 +  a[ — a\ /2  — 62/ 2)
— 62621(2 +  3/ /a )  +  (5a 2/4  +  5a i 62/2  — b\/E)(l /a  — 2 l / a 2 
+  (—25 +  a (7 — a') +  6a' +  a '2 — a'x +  ai +  63)/ +  (41/6 — a /2  — a' 
+ 5(ai +  b2)l2/ 4a — P /6  +  ((—a&2 +  (5 +  a')&2 +  (5ai&2 — b2) / 2a 
—621) — 6 2 c^/2/£ / +  ((—a2a +  a ai — (6/2 +  a )6  ^ +  a (3a +  a 2 
—a'j/2  +  62/ 2) +  62 — baib2) / 4:a +  62621) +  (a2 — a (3 +  a') — ai 
+ 62/2 ) /  +  a //2^
/ — a H— — ^a2 +  a (—6 +  2a') — 2(ai +  6|) +  (6 — a — 2a'
+3(ai +  b\)/a)l  — T2 ^
7— 7^v9 f  (—ö3 +  8a2(4 — a') +  9(a' — 7/2 )a i +  Sa^/2 +  3(5 — 3a')62/2
(aiVy V
MO
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+ a( 9 — 6a' +  3 a'2 — 3aax +  +  lb2) +  (36^/2 — 15a2/2  — \ba\b2)la
-h96262i) +  (—9 -\- 0? -\- 6a — 3a 2 -1- 8a(a — 4) -f- 3a^ — 2 \ cl\ /2  — 216^/2 
+(25a2 +  25a!62 -  564/2 )a 2 +  (6(7 -  2 a> ! -  2a2 +  (6ar -  10)62 
— 12b2b2i))l/ a +  ( -2 1 /2  +  7a/2 +  3a' -  5(ai +  b2) / 2)P +  P /2
+  ((7a62 +  (5 — 3a )62 +  ( — 10ai62 +  2b^)/a -}- 362i ) +  3b2l)xi2/x i  
+ ( (4 a V  -  3a 'ai(3a ' -  5/2)62 +  a(2a' -  2a '2 +  a'j -  762/2) 
+(5ai62 — 64) /a  — 362621) +  (—4a2 +  a (—2 +  2a')
+ 3ai — 362/2)7 + al2)x22/ x 2
L 2
2 {aNY
( - 1  - 1 / 2 a +  3(ai +  62)/4 a 2) +  (1 /2a2 +  1 /a -  (aa +  62) /a 3)/
+ r / 4 a 2 +  b2xi2/(2u2xi) — b\x22/x \
((4  + (6a -  15)/a +  ( -1 8  +  lüa ' -  2a'2 +  a( -  21aj/2  -  216|/2)/< 
+(13aJ/2  +  13a!^  -  56^/2)(a -  3 //2 ) /a 5 +  ((8 -  4 a > !  -  a2 4- (5a'
—18)6| -  662621)(a -  4 //5 ) /a 4 +  ((15 -  6 a ') /a 2 -  4 /a  +  (18 -  10a' 
+ 2a '2 -  a\ +  14ai +  Ub2)/a 3)l + ( - 7 /2a2 +  (2 -  a ') /a 3 +  13(ai
+62)/4 a4)P — P/4a3 4- ((—762/ a 2 4- (13ai62 — 562)/2 a4 4- (5a '/2  
—9)52 — 362i /2 ) /a 3) — 362//2 a3)x/2/x ; 4~ ((—2 a '/a  4- (—5a' 4- a '2
L 3
3(aJV)
—a'j/4 + 762/2)a2 + ( - 1 3 a ^  + 562 /4 )/a4 + (a'ai + (9/2 -  5a'/2)6: 
+36262i/2 )/a3) + (2/a 4- (5/2 — a ')/a2 4- (—aj 4"
4-P/4a2)x22/x /)
(—2(1 +  1/a) +  2(1 / a 2 +  1 /a)/ +  (a2/4  +  ai62/2  — bb2/4:)(—ba 
+77)/a 5 +  (5ai/3  +  a2/6  +  (6 — 3a'/2)6^ +  6262i)(5a/6  — /) /a 4 
+ (a i +  62)(3a2 -  15a//4 -  P ) /a 4 -  l /3 a 2 +  //3 a3 +  (5/18a3
+ 3 /4 a2)/2 +  P /26a3 +  ((362/2 a 2 +  63 -  a ^ / a 4 +  ((2 -  a '/2 )62 
+^>2i/6)/a3 +  b2/ba3)xi2/x i  +  ( -3 6 2/4 a 2 +  ( a ^ 2 -  64)/2 a4 
+ ( ( - 6  +  3a')62 — 6262i) /6 a 3 -  b\f \ a 3)x]2! x] (E.3)
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where
<  =  E ' " +14 -  (E.4)
l
For m atrix elements of two-body multipole interactions without the orthogonal­
ity term  (i.e. =  0), we have
=  N 2{ u k + - ^ ( i a U ' ^ - a U k - U k l + a c f j
+  ((7 fl(2 — ° r) +  a\ +  &2)Ct +  {o! — («1 4- b\)ja — 7)Ukk +  Uk2/2
+2 b2U'k +  2(2aa' -  6\)U'{ -  iaU£  -  +  a2Ct )
+7—^7^rf(2a2(ö, — 7) + (82/3 — 4a')ai — 2a2/3 +  (10 + 2a!)b\
(aiv j'3 \
+a(50 -  12a' -  2a'2 +  2a; -  a x -  62) +  (5a2 +  10ax62 -  b42)/2a 
—462621)^ +  (—25 +  a (a7 — 7) +  6a7 +  a /2 — a^ — a x/2  — 6^/2 
+(63 — 5a2 — 10ax62)/2a2 +  ((6a7 — 41)ax -f- a2 — (15 -f 3a7)62 
-\-bb2b2 1)/2a)Uk\ +  (41/6 — a7 +  5(ax 4- b2)/4:a)Uk2 — ^ 3 /6  
+  ((10 +  2a7)62 +  (5ax62 — 62)/a  — 2&2X )Ul — 2 6 2 +  (4( c — a )a“
+ 4 a 'a x — (10 +  4a') 62 +  a(12a' +  4a'2 — 2a'  ^ +  2ax +  2b2) +  (b2 
—5 a x62) / a +  46262X)t/(.7 +  (262 — 4a(a7 +  3) — 4ax)t/(.71 +  2 aU'l2 
+ a(7  — a)[aCk — Cki) +  («i +  b2)(aCk/2 — Cki) +  aCfc 2/2 
+  ( a V  -  abl/2)Ck -  a2C£  +  a&2c d
(ajv)* r2at/* + %1
”1—~  (2(0^ 4” 2a(a — 3) — 2ci\ 2b2)Uk +  (6 +  a — 2a +  3(ax +  62) /  a)Uk\
- U k2 -  4 b2U[ +  4(62 -  a2 -  a a ')cy  +  4at/('1 +  aC M -  a2c f j
f  7—F t ( (—2a3 + 4(11 -  3 a > 2 + 9(2a' -  7)a! + 3a2 + 3(5 -  3a')bl 
[aN) z \
+a(6(3 — 2 a +  a72 — a[) +  l l ( a x +  b2)) +  3(b2 — 5a2 — 10aibl)/a 
+  1862621)^7^  +  (6a — 9 — a 2 — 2a 2 +  2a-^  — a x — 62 +  25(a2 +  2ax6^  
—b2/b) /2a2 +  (6(7 — 2a7)ax — 2 a2 +  (6a7 — 10)62 — I2b2b2i) /  a)Uki 
+ ( —21/2 +  a +  3a7 — 5(ax +  b2) /  a)Uk2 +  Uksj 2 +  (4a &2 +  (10 — 6a7)/62
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+4(62 — baib2)/2 bb2\)U'k 4- bb2Uk  ^ -|- (4a3 -f 12a2(a' — 2) — 12a'ai 
-f(12a' — 10)62 4- 40(40' — 4a'2 -f a[ — 2ai — 362) 4- 4(5ai62 — b2)/a  
— \2b2b2i)U'k 4- 4(2a(a' — 1) — a2 -f 3a,\ — 36^/2)Uk-^ — 4a£/(.2 
4-(a2 +  2 a(a ' — 3))(aCfc — Ck 1) +  (&1 +  b\){?>Ck\ — 2 aCk) — aCk 2 
+(a(b2 -  ooOCf +  a(C& -  2b2C'f)
L 2
(—2a — 2 a2 +  3ai -4- Zb\)Uk +  (1 — 2(ai +  b^/a^Uki
2(aN)4 
+Uk2/2 + 2b2U'k -  2b\Uk )
+ - 1- ( ( 1 0 a 3 +  ( 1 6 a '-  38)a2 +  16(2 -  a > i  -  4a2 +  4(5a' -  18)6^
4-a(40a' — 72 — 8a '2 +  4a': — 31(ai +  62)) 4- (26a2 +  52a i62 — 10 b2)/a
- 2 ib 2b2l)Uk +  (36 4- 2a2 4- a(10 -  4a') -  20a' 4- 4a'2 -  2a;
-f21(ai 4" ^2)/2  4“ (15&2 — 39aj(ai 4~ 2bt^j2o? 4- (10(a — 2)cl\ 4~ 5a2/2  
4-5(9 — ba'/2)b2 4- lbb2b2\) /  of)Uk\ 4- (4 — 7a/2 — 2a' 4- 13(aj 4- 62)/2a^Uk2
— Uks/2. 4" ((10a — 36)62 — 14a 62 4- (26aj62 -  1063)/a  — bb2\)Uk 
—6b2Ukl 4- (8a 'a i -  8a3 -  4a2(2a' 4-1)4- 4(9 -  5a')62 4- 2a(4a'2
— 10a' — a[ 4- 3ai 4- 1062) -f (IO&2 — 2ba\b2)la  4- l2b2b2i)Uk 4- (8a2 4-
4a(5 -  2a') -  801 4- lOö2) ^  4- 2aUk2
4-a(l 4- 2a)(Cjfei — aCk) 4- (ai 4- b2)(3Ck/2 — 2Ck\ ) 4~ 
aCk2/2ab2(Cl -  62Q '/2 ) '
L 3
3(a7V)(
( - 9 a 2 -  6a3 4- 2501/3 4- 5a 2/6  +  (30 -  15a'/2)62 4- a ( - 2 4- 27ax/2
4-2762/2) — 15(a2 4- 2aib\ — b2)/2a 4- bb2b2i)Uk 4- (1 4- 3a — 6ai — 662 
+21(aJ 4- 2ax62 -  6*)/4a2 +  ( - 5 a x -  a2/ 2 4- ( -1 8  4- 9a'/2)62 
—36262i )/ a)Uk\ 4- (5/6 4- 3a/2 — 3(ai 4- b2)/(2a))Uk2 4- Uk3/12 4- (6a62 
4~(12 — 3a )62 4- 6(62 — a i62)/a  4- b2i)Uk 4- b2Uk-^ 4- 6((a — 2)62 
+ (a x62 -  bi)/a -  abl -  62621/3)7/" -  3627 /" l1, (E.5)
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where tkji is defined in eq. (4.8), and
(2fc + l ) E  r j T ( J - 2)(tkjl)2x,xl2/ ( 2l +  1)
Jl
(2k + 1) ^ 2  ln(tkjixi2)2/(2/ 4- 1), (E.6)
and
U'kn = (2 k + 1) £  /V /( / -2 ) ( i0 i '0 | /0 ) (r ° /2 |/2 )
U'L = E  7»0'2/0|72)((/'0/2|/2)x„xi2 +  (/'2/0|/2)x„2x,)
U<2 — A(\2A' + (A'q2 4- 3A20 — 14/Iq! — 18A/10)/4) + (6A1 4- An  
—A2)(bA'Ql + A'10 — (A'q2 + A'20)/2 + A'n  — 12A')/24 
t/21 = A'(—90A + 51Ai + 2An -  5A2) + (33A -  19Ai -  (29An -  59A2)/24)
—Aoj(3A + 13A2/48) + A'10(42A -  43Ai/2 + (37A2 -  31An )/24)
+A'n (—5A 4- Ai + (5An + A2)/24) + A(3Aj2 +  3A30 — 2A21)/4 
— (9A 4~ 25A2/48)A20 4- (A3 — Ai2)(AY4 4- (A20 — 2AY — 2Aj0 
+Ao2 — lOA^) 4- (A2 — An — d^i)(^i2 — 2A21 4- A30)/16 
+(12Ai + Ah )(7Aq2 + 19A20),
UZ = ((A '2 - 2 A /10-2 (1 2 A '-5 A '1))2 + (A/20- 2 A /11)2)/192 + (2A'11- A /20) 
x(10Ao! + 2A'10 -  Aq2 -  24A')/96 + A(12A" -  7 A" + A”/ 2)
U%i =  (A'l2 + A'21 -  Ag3 -  A30)(2(5A'01 + A'n  + A'10) — A20 — A q2 — 24A')/192 
+ ^ oi((29A02 4- 23A20)/48 — (SA^ 4- Aio)/4 4- AY/6) 4- A/10(12Aj0 
+^^02 — SA'n 4- 13A20) 4— ^ 2o(^ 2o + 2A/11)/96 -f Aq2(6A'u — 5Aq2 
—8A20/12) + A'(9A' -  3(Aoj + A'10)/2 -  A#n  -  A '0) -  A(36A" + 33A" 
-7A ,1,1/2 4- A"2/4 + Ai(12A" -  7 A" 4- A"/2) -  A(5A" + A"/4), (E.8)
jij'i'i
x (E.7)
By manipulating the sum over six-j symbols [105], we have
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where
A' = j mln
A"1 Lm n
BL
B"
E
ji
E
(jOlO\AO)t2jixj2xi,
j m  Jn
= E
lT / j (j - 2 ) ^ ( 1 - 2 )
j m j n
ji y/ j ( j  - 2 )
j m j n
{ j M 0 \ 4 0 ) t 2j i X j 2x i2 ,
7r ^ a - 2)v//(/-2)
{j0l0\40)t2jixj2xi,
(j0l0\40)t2jixj2xi2. (E.9)
APPENDIX F
Contributions of various terms in 1 
expansion
zeroth 1st 2nd 3rd
X% 1
p  
N2
p  
N4
P
MS
F ( N  — 2, I) X pV3
7°
V5
V
V7
£7 F ( N  -  2, Ä 2(/'2 1 ,/0 1 ;i) X
p
V2
74
TV4
P
MS
F ( N  — 3, I ) X pN*
PMS P  IV  7
es7 F ( N  — 2 ,7) Ra{l'U,111-,j) X
I
N
P P
MS
F ( N  -  3 ,1) R 3{ k l 0 , k '0 1 , l lV , l ' , j ) X p
I V -
p
Ml
P
M6
F ( N  -4 , 7 ) R 3(klO, Ar'10, /01, /'OX; k",  l " , j ) X P  N 3
P
M$
P  
N 7
Table F .l: The contributions of various terms to different layers in the 1 /N  
expansion of the normalisation of the 7-band.
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zeroth 1st 2nd 3rd
F ( N  -- 1 , / ) X h X X
p  
N 3
P
N5
F ( N  --2 ,1 ) R 2(l'2 2 , m ; j ) X IN
P  
N3
P  
N 5
R 2(l'20,102; j ) X X X P/V5
F ( N  --3 ,7 ) R 3(k 20 , k ' 0 2 , m; ! ' , j ) X X Pm
P
NS
F ( N -2 ,7 ) 772(7'21,/01;j) X X X PN*
i ?2( m , m ;j ) X X X P/V4
F ( N  --3 ,7 ) R$(k20, Ar'01,700; j ) X X pN3
P  
N5
R3(k20, fc'01,701; j ) X X X PNb
7?3(A: 10, fc'10,702; l ' , j ) X X X PA75
F ( N -4 , 7 ) 7?4(fcl0, fc'10, /'0 2 ,700; X X p  N  4
P  
A76
( 2 F ( N  --2 , 7 ) 7?2( m , / l l ; i ) X X X PN 3
F ( N  -- 3 , / ) 7J3(fcll, fc'll, iOO; j ) X X pN2
P  
N4
7?3(fcll, fc'10,701; l ' , j ) X X X PN *
7J3(fclO, V 01,711; l ' , j ) X X X PA74
F ( N - 4 , 7 ) 7J4(M l,fc'10,7 '01,700; j ) X X pN 3
P
N b
7?4(fcl0, fc'10,7'01,701; V', X X X PN b
F(N-- 5 , 7 ) R s ( k l 0 ,  ifc'10,7'01, j'O l, 700; fc " , j" ,  j ) X X p/V4
P
7V6
Table F.2: The contributions of various terms to different layers in the 1/jV 
expansion of the one-body matrix elements of the 7 -band.
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z e r o th  1 st 2 n d  3rd
<e°s 7 F ( N  — 2 ,  7 )
V I P  P
*  N /V3 /V5
F ( N  -  3 , 7 )  4
X i 2 X i
i P  P  P
1 N 2 TV4 N 6
P  P
x  x  W  Tve
F ( N - 4 , I )  R 2 ( k 2 0 , k ' 0 2 ; i )
jj p  P
X AT3 Ä4 AP
£ 7 F ( N  — 2 , 1 )
p  P
x  x  h  h
F ( N  — 3 , I )  Xi2x n
%i2%i
x X
X
X
X
X
X
 
^
 X
 ^
F ( N  -  4 , 7 )  R 2 ( k 2 1 , k ' 0 1 ; i )
R
R 2( k l O ,  10;  *) X
X
X
 
X
 
X
F ( N  - 5 ,7 )  R ß i k l O ,  *'02; i ) P  P  Px  P  F  F
f 2S>7 F ( N -  2 , 1 )
P
X X X ^3
F ( N  -  3 , 1 )  4
X i 1 X i
X
 
X
 
X
 
X
X
 
X
F ( N  — 4, I )  Rit'll;*)
R fc'10; i )  
R 2( k l 0 , k ' 0 1 ; i )
R 2( k W ,  k'  10; *)
I p  p
x  tv W  J p
X X £  |
X x  W
X X X ^
F ( N  — 5, 1)  fl3(m,fc'10,i'01;fc",t)
Ä3(fcl0,ife'10,i'01;fc",t) X 
X
 
X 3l
-a
§h
>
F ( N  -  6 , 1 )  R 4 ( k l 0 ,  * '1 0 , *'01, i"01; k",  l",  i ) p  P  PX ÄP ÄP ÄP
Table F.3: The contributions of various terms to different layers in the l / N  
expansion of the two-body matrix elements of the 7-band.
z e r o th  1 st 2 n d
F(iV -  2,7) 
F ( N - 3 , I )  
F( N -  4,7)
-I p  p
1 TV2 TV4
P  / 5
*  TV3 TV5
x  X
Table F.4: The contributions of various terms to different layers in the 1/N 
expansion of the normalisation of the 77-band.
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zeroth 1st 2nd 3rd
F ( N - - 2 , / ) R 2{ 1 ' 22, X X p/V2
P
7V4
F ( N - 3 , / ) R 3(k22,  k'22,  ZOO; j ) X iN
P
N 3
P
N b
R 3{ k 2 2 , k ' 2 0 , m ; l ' , j ) X X X PN b
R 3(k20,  k'02,122; X X X PN b
F ( N  -- 4 , / ) R 4(k22,  k'20, P02, 0; X X pN i
P
N 6
R 4(k20,  k'20, /'02, /02; , X X X X
F ( N  - - 5 , / ) R s (k20,  k'20, /'02, j '0 2 ,100; k", X X X X
Table F.5: The contributions of various terms to different layers in the 1 /N  
expansion of the one-body matrix elements of the 77-band.
zeroth 1st 2nd 3rd
F ( N  — 2,1) X X 'rJ
’T-
5h
-
F ( N  — 3, I )
i 2
I  P  P
X  N  W  W
X  X  X  £
F ( N - 4 , I )  R 2(k22,k '22;i)
R
R 2(k20,k '02;i)
R 2(k20,k '20;i) X 
X
 
X
 
^
X
X
 
X
 
^
 
X x
F ( N - 5 , I )  R 3(k22,k
R 3(k20,k '20 , i '02;k" , i )
p  p  p
X  N 3 N b ~NJ
X  X  X  ^
F ( N  -6 , 1) R 4(k20, 20, t'02, i"02; k", 1", i)X X
Table F.6: The contributions of various terms to different layers in the 1 /N  
expansion of the two-body matrix elements of the 77-band.
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